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FINAL RESOLUTION

Whereas, the 2013-2014 Butte County Grand Jury has conducted the
business of its term and has reached certain conclusions, and

Whereas, the 2013-2014 Butte County Grand Jury desires to disclose the
substance of those conclusions for the benefit of local government, its agencies
and the citizens of Butte County.

Be it resolved that the attached papers, commendations, findings and
recommendations are adopted as the Grand Jury Final Report and submitted to
the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court of California, County of Butte, to be
entered as a public document pursuant to California Law.

The above resolution passed and adopted by the 2013-2014 Butte County
Grand Jury at the Butte County Superior Court in Paradise on the 21st day of May
2014.

Charles W. Nelson, Foreperson
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A BRIEF HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF THE GRAND JURY
What is a Grand Jury?
The name of “Grand Jury” derives from the fact that the body usually has a
greater number of Jurors than a trial (petit) Jury. The concept of the Grand Jury
traces its roots to Classical Greece. Ancient Athenians employed an “accusatory
body” much as the Saxons of early Briton did. In fact, from 978 until 1016 one of
the Saxon Dooms (laws) required an accusatory body of 12 for every 100 men.
The accusing body was exhorted, “not to accuse an innocent man or spare a guilty
one.”
The modern European Jury system began to evolve during the 11th and 12th
centuries. As early as 1066, during the Norman conquest of England, courts
summoned bodies of sworn citizens to investigate crimes that had come to their
attention. Initially, these early juries both accused and tried suspect, and since
the members of the accusing bodies were selected from small jurisdictions, they
naturally presented accusations based on their personal knowledge.
During the reign of Henry II (1154-1189), juries were divided into two types, civil
and criminal, with the development of each influencing the other. The oath taken
by these jurors provided that they would faithfully carry out their duties, that
they would aggrieve no one through enmity nor give deference to anyone through
love, and that they would conceal those things that they had heard. By the year
1290, civil juries were given authority to inquire about the conditions of bridges
and highways and review the practices and conditions in the jails.
The Massachusetts Bay Colony impaneled the first American Grand Jury in 1635
to consider cases of murder, robbery, and wife beating. By the end of the colonial
period the institution of the Grand Jury was firmly fixed in America’s new and
ever-evolving system of government. Although the Constitution does not
specifically mention Grand Juries, the Fifth Amendment provides the guarantee
that, “no person shall be held to answer to a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on the presentment of indictment of a grand jury …” Grand Juries were
used in our early history to protest governmental abuses, to propose new laws
and very often to determine who should face trial. Today, 42 states have some
form of Grand Jury, and California is one of the states that still allow prosecution
to be initiated by either criminal Grand Jury indictment or by judicial
preliminary hearing.
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The Grand Jury System Today
The California State Constitution calls specifically for the use of Grand Juries in
the governance of the state, and in 1849, the California Legislature authorized
Grand Juries in each county. The legislature passed laws in 1880 that required
Grand Juries to review and investigate the activities of county government.
Certain larger jurisdictions, such as the cities and counties of San Francisco and
Los Angles, impanel separate criminal (indictment) and civil (watchdog) Grand
juries each year. Some counties impanel a separate Criminal Grand Jury only
when needed. The Butte County Grand Jury serves in both capacities. As
constituted today, the Grand Jury is a part of the Judicial Branch of Government
and an arm of the court. The Grand Jury does not have the functions of either the
legislative or administrative branches and it is not a police agency or political
group. It is an investigative body, having as its objective, the detection and
correction of flaws in government.
The primary civil function of the Grand Jury, and the most important reason for
its existence, is the examination of all aspects of county and city government,
including special districts and joint powers agencies, seeing that the public’s
monies are handled judiciously, and that all accounts are properly audited,
assuring honest, efficient government in the best interest of the people.
How the Grand Jury Exercises Its Power
The Grand Jury has three ways to exercise its powers:
•

By reports and recommendations regarding county government, cities,
special districts, and joint powers agencies.

•

By indictment, bringing charges against an individual for criminal offense.

•

By civil accusation of an official or employee where the result, on conviction,
would be removal from office.

A large portion of the public wrongly believes that an individual, particularly a
public official, appearing before the Grand Jury suggests guilt of malfeasance,
misfeasance, or nonfeasance. It is the constitutional responsibility of the Grand
Jury to review the conduct of government each year. This entails having public
officials appear before the jury for the purpose of providing information relative
to their departments or offices. While it is a part of the judicial system, a Grand
Jury is an entirely independent body. The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court,
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the District Attorney, the County Counsel, and the State Attorney General act as
its advisors, but cannot prevent the actions of the jury except on issues of legality.
The Grand Jury is not accountable to elected officials or governmental
employees.
Due to the confidential nature of a Grand Jury’s work, most, if not all, must be
conducted in closed sessions. Members of a Grand Jury are sworn to secrecy,
thus assuring all individuals that appear before it that their testimony will be
handled in strict confidence. No one may be present during the sessions of a
Grand Jury except those specified by law, and the minutes of its meetings may
not be inspected by anyone, nor can its records be subpoenaed.
The Grand Jury serves as an ombudsman for citizens of the county. The Grand
Jury may receive and investigate complaints by individuals regarding the actions
and performances of county or other public officials. Additionally, the California
Penal Code specifies that the Grand Jury shall inquire into the conditions and
management of the public prisons, jails, and juvenile detention facilities within
the county.
The members of the Grand Jury are collectively granted special powers and
privileges to aid them in carrying out their duties. The Grand Jury in its official
capacity is permitted, with limited exceptions, access to and the right to inspect
government facilities, and to review official books and records to which other
citizens are denied access. The Grand Jury may issue subpoenas as necessary.
The Grand Jury findings and recommendations are to be unbiased and impartial.
How Is The Jury Selected?
Each fiscal year the Butte County Superior Court summons a large number of
qualified citizens who have resided in the County for over a year and are at least
18 years of age. The court makes it clear that service on the Grand Jury is
voluntary. Potential jurors should be reasonably intelligent, of good character,
and must possess a working command of the English language. From the pool of
willing candidates, the Court makes a good faith effort to select qualified men and
women who are diverse in age and socio-economic, ethnic, and educational
backgrounds, and who represent the varied geographic areas of the County.
Superior Court Judges interview the body of qualified and willing candidates and
choose 30 potential jurors. Nineteen members make up a full jury. At the
discretion of the Presiding Judge, as many as 10 members from the previous
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year’s jury may “hold over” to serve a second term. In order to constitute the full
panel of 19, names are drawn at random for a term of 12 months beginning in
July. Over the course of the year, as necessary, alternates are called in sequential
order from the pool of remaining potential jurors.
How Does It Work?
The Presiding Judge appoints a Foreperson to preside at meetings of the Grand
Jury. The jury organizes itself into officers and committees and determines which
of the various departments and functions of County, City and Joint Powers
Government it will review. It also reviews compliance with the recommendations
of previous Butte County Grand Juries.
Inquiries on the part of the Jury, letters and complaints from citizens, and
dictates of the state Penal Code collectively determine the Jury’s work. The Grand
Jury aims to identify policies in government that may need improvement. All
actions of the Jury, including any communication from the public and all
deliberations and votes, are completely confidential. The Jury does publish a
report of its significant findings and recommendations.
The Jury’s final report, however, typically reflects only a small part of the Jury’s
actual endeavors over the course of its term. State law requires specific and
detailed responses from departments upon which the jury renders findings and
recommendations in its reports. Elected officials have 60 days to respond; public
agencies have 90 days. The work of a Grand Jury is demanding. Most members
can expect to invest approximately 500 hours of time. Gratifying and personally
rewarding service on a jury leads one to a much improved understanding of the
organization and business of local government, and to the personal satisfaction of
having contributed to its improvement. The Grand Jury experience provides a
unique and valuable opportunity for community service.	
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California Penal Code Sections
June	
  2,	
  2014	
  
	
  

The Grand Jury Final Report has been filed on this date pursuant to California
Penal Code §933. A copy of the report is enclosed.
Penal Code §933
§933. Report of findings and recommendations; Comment by governing board of
agency and by mayor.
(a)

(b)

(c)

	
  

Each grand jury shall submit to the presiding judge of the superior court a
final report of its findings and recommendations that pertain to county
government matters during the fiscal or calendar year. Final reports on any
appropriate subject may be submitted to the presiding judge of the
superior court at any time during the term of service of a grand jury. A final
report may be submitted for comment to responsible officers, agencies, or
departments, including the county board of supervisors, when applicable,
upon finding of the presiding judge that the report is in compliance with
this title. For 45 days after the end of the term, the foreperson and his or
her designees shall, upon reasonable notice, be available to clarify the
recommendations of the report.
One copy of each final report, together with the responses thereto, found to
be in compliance with this title shall be placed on file with the clerk of the
court and remain on file in the office of the clerk. The clerk shall
immediately forward a true copy of the report and the responses to the
State Archivist who shall retain that report and all responses in perpetuity.
No later than 90 days after the grand jury submits a final report on the
operations of any public agency subject to its reviewing authority, the
governing body of the public agency shall comment to the presiding judge
of the superior court on the findings and recommendations pertaining to
matters under the control of the governing body, and every elected county
officer or agency head for which the grand jury has responsibility pursuant
to Section 914.1 shall comment within 60 days to the presiding judge of the
superior court, with an information copy sent to the board of supervisors,
on the findings and recommendations pertaining to matters under the
control of that county officer or agency head and any agency or agencies
which that officer or agency head supervises or controls. In any city and
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(d)

county, the mayor shall also comment on the findings and
recommendations. All of these comments and reports shall forthwith be
submitted to the presiding judge of the superior court who impaneled the
grand jury. A copy of all responses to grand jury reports shall be placed on
file with the clerk of the public agency and the office of the county clerk, or
the mayor when applicable, and shall remain on file in those offices. One
copy shall be placed on file with the applicable grand jury final report by,
and in the control of the currently impaneled grand jury, where it shall be
maintained for a minimum of five years.
As used in this section “agency” includes a department.

Penal Code §933.05
(a)

(b)

(c)

	
  

For purposes of subdivision (B) of Section 933, as to each grand jury
finding, the responding person or entity shall indicate one of the following:
(1)
The respondent agrees with the finding.
(2) The respondent disagrees wholly or partially with the finding, in
which case the response shall specify the portion of the finding that
is disputed and shall include an explanation of the reasons therefore.
For purposes of subdivision (B) Section 933, as to each grand jury finding,
the responding person or entity shall report one of the following actions:
(1)
The recommendation has been implemented, with a summary
regarding the implemented action.
(2)
The recommendation has not yet been implemented, but will be
implemented in the future, with a timeframe for implementation.
(3)
The recommendation requires further analysis, with an
explanation and the scope and parameters of an analysis or study,
and a timeframe for the matter to be prepared for discussion by
the officer or head of the agency or department being investigated
or reviewed, including the governing body of the public agency
when applicable. This timeframe shall not exceed six months from
the date of publication of the grand jury report.
(4)
The recommendation will not be implemented because it is not
warranted or is not reasonable, with an explanation therefore.
However, if a finding or recommendation of the grand jury addresses
budgetary or personnel matters of a county agency or department headed
by an elected officer, both the agency or department head and the board of
supervisors shall respond if requested by the grand jury, but the response
of the board of supervisors shall address only those budgetary or personnel
xv	
  

(d)

(e)

(f)

	
  

matters over which it has some decision making authority. The response of
the elected agency or department head shall address all aspects of the
findings or recommendations affecting his or her agency or department.
A grand jury may request a subject person or entity to come before the
grand jury for the purpose of reading and discussing the findings of the
grand jury report that relates to that person or entity in order to verify the
accuracy of the findings prior to their release.
During an investigation, the grand jury shall meet with the subject of that
investigation regarding the investigation, unless the court, either on its
own determination or upon request of the foreperson of the grand jury,
determines that such a meeting would be detrimental.
A grand jury shall provide to the affected agency a copy of the portion of
the grand jury report relating to that person or entity two working days
prior to its public release and after the approval of the presiding judge. No
officer, agency, department, or governing body of a public agency shall
disclose any contents of the report prior to the public release of the final
report.
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COMMENTS REGARDING RESPONSES TO
THE 2012–2013 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
BACKGROUND
State law requires that local government agencies respond in writing to grand
jury reports. The governing board for an agency that is subject of a report has 90
days to submit a response, while elected officials and department heads are
allowed 60 days to respond. Responding agencies must state whether they agree
or disagree with grand jury findings and whether recommendations will be
implemented or not or require further analysis. With both findings and
recommendations, agencies are required to explain disagreements.

DISCUSSION
The final 2012-2013 Butte County Grand Jury report contained a total of 47
recommendations for 12 local agencies. Of the 47 recommendations, 33 (70 %)
have been or will be implemented, according to the responding agencies. An
additional eight recommendations (17%) require further analysis. Agency
responses to the 2012-2013 report are available at www.buttecounty.net. Details
on how the local government agencies responded include:
Butte County Agencies
Responses from Butte County entities to the 2012-2013 Grand Jury report were
received on time and in accordance with state law. Those responding included the
Board of Supervisors, Sheriff’s Office, Probation Department, Department of
Child Support Services, Department of Employment and Social Services,
Children Services Division, and Employment Services and Eligibility Services
Division.
The Butte County Board of Supervisors responded to 53 findings and 36
recommendations. The Board agreed with 48 (91%) of the findings and disagreed
with five (9%). In response to the recommendations, the Board indicated 24
(66%) of the recommendations have been or will be implemented with seven
(19%) recommendations requiring further analysis. Five recommendations will
not be implemented.
The Sheriff responded to 22 findings and 17 recommendations. The department
agreed with 18 (82%) findings while disagreeing with four (18%) findings.
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Thirteen (76%) recommendations have been or will be implemented. Four (24%)
will require further analysis.
The Department of Employment and Social Services received 26 findings, which
they agreed with 25 (96%) and disagreed with one (4%). Of the 10
recommendations received, the department has implemented five (50%) and the
remaining five (50%) will undergo further analysis.
Recap by Butte County Agency
Findings

Recommendations

Agree

Disagree

Has
been
done

Will
be
done

Will
not be
done

Requires
analysis

Butte County Supervisors

91%

9%

48%

19%

14%

19%

Sheriff

82%

18%

47%

29%

Probation

100%

40%

10%

Dept. of Employment and Social
Services

96%

Children’s Services Division

100%

Employment Services and
Eligibility Services Division

100%

Dept. of Child Support Services

100%

4%

50%

50%

24%
50%
50%

25%

25%

100%

	
  
Cities
The Biggs City Council responded to the 2012-2013 report within the required
deadline. The City Council agreed with each of the three findings and are
continuing to look for efficient means and funding opportunities to implement
the one recommendation.
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The Chico City Council responded to the 2012-2013 report within the required
deadline. There were five findings and three recommendations. The City Council
agreed with all findings and have implemented two recommendations and are
working to implement the final recommendation.
The Gridley City Council responded to the 2012-2013 report on time and in
accordance with state law. There were two findings and no recommendations.
The City Council agreed with both findings.
The Oroville City Council responded to the 2012-2013 report on time and in
accordance with state law. There were four findings and one recommendation.
The City Council agreed with all four findings and have implemented the one
recommendation.
The Town Council of Paradise responded to the 2012-2013 report within the
required deadline. There were five findings and one recommendation. The Town
Council agreed with all five findings and have implemented the one
recommendation.
Water Agencies
The 2012-2013 Grand Jury reviewed how water is distributed and transferred
within Butte County. The following water districts and governing bodies were
reviewed: Del Oro Water Company, Paradise Irrigation District, South Feather
Water and Power Agency, Thermalito Water and Sewer District, Richvale
Irrigation District, Western Canal Water District, and the Butte County
Department of Water and Resource Conservation. Also reviewed were the Tuscan
Aquifer and Toxic Aquifer plumes. There were 15 findings and four
recommendations. However, only two agencies were directed to respond to the
recommendations: Paradise Irrigation District (two findings and one
recommendation) and the Board of Supervisors (one finding and three
recommendations). Both agencies provided responses to the report within the
required time and in accordance with state law. Although no response was
requested by the Grand Jury, the Butte County Water and Resource Conservation
Department provided information regarding the recommendations (seven
findings and three recommendations).
The Paradise Irrigation District received two findings and one recommendation.
The District concurred with both findings and are agreeing to implement the
single recommendation. The Board of Supervisors responded to the nine findings
and three recommendations over which they had jurisdiction. The Board agreed
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with all nine findings and have implemented each of the three recommendations.
The Butte County Water and Resource Conservation Department concurred with
seven of the findings and three recommendations. The Department did not
respond to the two recommendations regarding the department’s superior
leadership and critical support provided during the Grand Jury investigation.

FINDINGS
None

RECOMMENDATIONS
None
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
BUTTE COUNTY AUDIT
BACKGROUND
To comply with state law, the Grand Jury is required to look at how the County
conducts an audit of its operations and the results of that study.	
  

APPROACH
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Reviewed the Butte County Auditor’s report for the fiscal year ending June
30, 2013;

•

Reviewed the Independent Auditor’s report for the fiscal year ending June
30, 2013;

•

Interviewed the Chief Financial Officer and Chief Administrative Officer of
Butte County;

•

Attended the semi-annual meetings of the County Audit Committee of Butte
County (October 31, 2013, and May 1, 2014), which included a County
Supervisor, an auditor from the independent auditing firm, the AuditorController, the Chief Administrative Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, and
the Treasurer-Tax Collector.

CONCLUSION
The Grand Jury did not detect any material accounting exceptions noted in the
Independent Auditor’s report that had not been appropriately responded to by
the County.
The governing body indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929
requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to the
identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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2013-2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
BUTTE COUNTY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SUMMARY
We live in a world where business and government are reliant and dependent on
technology. This is a world where technology is constantly evolving and being
updated. Butte County government is also reliant and dependent on various
levels of technology for all functions within each department. No matter what
level of technology or type of application each department utilizes, they all have
common demands such as: interagency communications; telephone and radio
communications; common electronic mail (e-mail) services; Internet access; local
area network (LAN) support; and network security. These functional areas are
the fundamental responsibility of the Butte County Information Systems
Department. Though these support systems are quite complex, both management
and staff take for granted that these services will always be available and reliable.
A conservative view of “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” is many times assumed when
everything works well and efficiently. With evolving technology, this axiom not
only does not apply, but can contribute to future failure and will be far more
costly to repair or replace when the infrastructure collapses or reaches its
maximum capacity.
The Grand Jury found three specific areas that could present concerns for the
Board of Supervisors and Administration. The first is that the County’s network
system is past its prime and quickly becoming outdated. Second, the system is
continuously under attack by hackers. Third, there is no long-range plan to
provide financial support to create and maintain a safe and secure network
system.

GLOSSARY
AD — Windows® Active Directory is a service implemented by Microsoft® for
Windows® domain networks. An AD domain controller authenticates and
authorizes all users, computers, and related equipment in a domain network—
assigning and enforcing security policies for all computers and installed or
updated software. When a user logs a computer into Windows Active Directory
network, Active Directory authenticates the user’s password and determines the
user’s permissions and security accesses to elements of the network.
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Administration — Butte County Administration
BC — Butte County
BCI — Butte County Intranet – A private network connectively linking County
departments and the Internet.
CAO — Chief Administrative Officer
CFO — Chief Financial Officer
DMZ — Demilitarized Zone – A physical or logical sub-network that contains
and exposes an organization's external services to a larger and untrusted
network, usually the Internet. The purpose of a DMZ is to add an additional layer
of security to an organization's Local Area Network (LAN) so that an external
attacker only has direct access to equipment in the DMZ, rather than any other
part of the network.
Enhanced 911, E-911 or E911 is a system used in North America that links
emergency callers with the appropriate public resources.
Enterprise — In government this is an institution or an association that has a
collective goal and is linked to an external environment (An enterprise server is a
computer containing programs that collectively serve the needs of an enterprise
rather than a single user, department, or specialized application.)
Exchange, Exchange Messaging System, or Microsoft® Exchange —
These are references to calendaring software, e-mail software and contact
manager developed by Microsoft®.
FTE — Full-time Equivalent – A unit that indicates the workload of an employee.
One (1) FTE is equivalent to a full-time worker, while o.5 FTE indicates the
worker is only half-time.
GB — gigabyte – A multiple of the unit byte (a single character) for digital
information. The prefix giga means 109 in the International System of Units,
therefore in the context of 1GB is 1,ooo,ooo,ooo bytes.
GHz — gigahertz – A measure of frequency equivalent to one billion (109) cycles
per second, therefore in the context of 1 GHz is 1,ooo,ooo,ooo cycles per second.
GIS — Geographical Information System – A system designed to store, capture,
analyze, manage, and manipulate all types of geographical data on a computer. It
provides tools to allow users to create interactive queries, analyze spatial
information, edit map layers, and present the results.
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HIPAA — The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(Pub.L. 104–191, 110 Stat. 1936, enacted August 21, 1996) was enacted by the
United States Congress and signed by President Bill Clinton in 1996. It has been
known as the Kennedy–Kassebaum Act or Kassebaum-Kennedy Act after two of
its leading sponsors. Title I of HIPAA protects health insurance coverage for
workers and their families when they change or lose their jobs.
Title II of HIPAA, known as the Administrative Simplification (AS) provisions,
requires the establishment of national standards for electronic health care
transactions and national identifiers for providers, health insurance plans, and
employers.
HIPAA also establishes national standards to protect individuals’ medical records
and other personal health information, and sets limits and conditions on the uses
and disclosures that may be made of such information without patient
authorization.
The administrative simplification provisions also address the security and privacy
of health data. The standards are meant to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the nation's health care system by encouraging the widespread
use of electronic data interchange in the U.S. health care system.
IS or ISD — Butte County Information Systems Department
IT – Information Technology – Use of systems (computers and
telecommunications) for storing, retrieving, and sending information.
LAN — Local Area Network – A computer network that interconnects computers
in a limited area (i.e. home, computer lab or office building) using network
media. The defining characteristics of LANs, in contrast to Wide Area Networks
(WAN), include their smaller geographic area, and non-inclusion of external
telecommunication lines.
Lync™ – Microsoft® Lync™ – A unified messaging system that brings the
ability to integrate smartphones, tablets, laptops, and personal devices into the
County’s data network.
PHI — Protected Health Information is any information about health status,
provision of health care, or payment for health care that can be linked to a
specific individual. This is interpreted rather broadly and includes any part of a
patient's medical record or payment history.
Power over Ethernet or PoE — This describes any of several standardized
systems which pass electrical power along with data on Ethernet cabling. This
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allows a single cable to provide both data connection and electrical power to
devices such as wireless access points or IP cameras.
Server Farm — A centralized collection of computer servers maintained by an
enterprise to accomplish the server needs beyond the capacity of one machine.
This is a cluster of both physical and virtual machines that serve as application
servers, backup servers, and provide redundant functionality to the user
departments connected through the network.
SQL — Structured Query Language – A special-purpose programming language
designed for managing data held in a relational database management system
(RDBMS). RDBMS allows the user to access data through relationships in a

collection of tables, with each table consisting of a set of rows and columns.
Subvented Department — A department that receives a substantial portion of
its operational funds from an outside source (i.e. the State or Federal
governments). The major subvented departments in Butte County are the
Department of Behavioral Health, the Department of Public Health, the
Department of Child Support Services (DCSS), and the Department of
Employment and Social Services (DESS).
SunGard® — (formerly Pentamation®) - The automated financial management
system installed to support the Butte County’s payroll, accounting, financial and
business needs.
TNCC — Target Net County Cost – A number provided to each department by the
Administration’s Financial Office as a recommendation for budget planning.
UPS — An uninterruptible power supply, also uninterruptible power source, or
battery/flywheel backup, is an electrical apparatus that provides emergency
power to a load when the input power source, typically main power, fails. A UPS
differs from an auxiliary or emergency power system or standby generator in that
it will provide near-instantaneous protection from input power interruptions, by
supplying energy stored in batteries or a flywheel. The on-battery runtime of
most uninterruptible power sources is relatively short (only a few minutes) but
sufficient to start a standby power source or properly shut down the protected
equipment.
A UPS is typically used to protect hardware such as computers, data centers,
telecommunication equipment or other electrical equipment where an
unexpected power disruption could cause serious business disruption or data
loss. UPS units range in size from units designed to protect a single computer
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without a video monitor, around 200VA (volt-ampere) rating, to large units
powering entire data centers or buildings.
VoIP — Voice over Internet Protocol – A methodology and technology for the
conveyance of voice communications and multimedia sessions over Internet
Protocol (IP) networks.
WAN — Wide Area Network – A network that covers a broad area (i.e., any
telecommunications network that links across metropolitan, regional, or national
boundaries) using private network transports. Business and government entities
utilize WANs to relay data among employees, clients, buyers, and suppliers from
various geographical locations. This allows daily business to function effectively
regardless of location.

BACKGROUND
Several past Grand Juries have toured and reviewed the IS Department and each
has commented on the efficiency and professionalism of the operations and staff
of the department. This Grand Jury echoes those findings.
The current IS Department was formed in 1997 when, after 18 years of contracted
outsourced services, the County decided to re-initiate an internal County
department. The department was established, and the original charter from the
Board of Supervisors was to build and provide a centralized data communications
network. The focus of this project was to provide email and Internet connectivity
to all County departments.
The ISD’s original allocation of 10 positions in 1997 was quickly expanded.
Administration moved Communications, E911 and radio communications away
from General Services, part of the Administration Office at that time, and placed
them within ISD. The transfer of responsibilities brought the staff positions in
ISD to 14.
Since 1998, ISD has been asked to expand its functional tasks to cover electronic
security, compliance, and storage requirements. New responsibilities were added
to support additional County applications.
•

It has centralized electronic documentation, created centralized virtual data
warehousing, provided operating platforms for many of the County’s
departments to place their individual systems in a safe, controlled
environment that provides clean conditioned power to sensitive electronic
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equipment and a secure environment where sensitive files are backed-up on
24 hour cycles.
•

In FY 2003-2004 Administration transferred the implementation of the
timekeeping project (KRONOS) from the Auditor’s Office to ISD. KRONOS
is a timekeeper system which tracks and reports County employee hours to
the County’s payroll system. With this transfer of responsibilities, two
employees were temporarily loaned to ISD from the Auditor’s office to help
design and deploy the system. These positions were not permanent and IS
received no additional positions. This put a strain on existing IS personnel
and resources for ongoing support to equip, design, program, train, and
rollout the system.

•

In FY 2005-2006 Administration relocated the GIS operations and four
positions to ISD from the Development Services Department.

•

In FY 2007-2008 Administration transferred from the Auditor’s office to
ISD the County’s financial system and the related support for the
departments using the system. Five positions were relocated to ISD, several
from the Auditor’s Office, and ISD reallocated the responsibilities of two
existing staff members to support this functional area.

•

By 2008 the allocated positions in IS had grown to 28. During FY 20082009 the downturn in economy brought about a major impact on Butte
County department budgets, with the focus of cuts on general fund
departments.

•

As a result of budget cuts in FY 2008-2009, ISD lost four of its 28 allocated
positions, two from Network & Support, one from Communications
and one from GIS.

The current configuration of the IS Department is comprised of five divisions (see
Appendix A, Organization Chart):
•

Network & Support — budget reference 704001 IS-SYSTEMS
MGMT/SUPPORT (8 positions) — This division develops and supports the
network, infrastructure, manages the messaging systems (e-mail), oversees
the server farm, supervises the security systems, administers document
management, manages external connectivity, provides direct desktop and
network support to the other County departments, provides and is
responsible for the integration and implementation of new technologies.
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The server farm is comprised of server computers, which host a variety of
applications systems. Communication between the respective departments
and the server farm utilizes the BCI network through a series of routers and
switches connected to fiber optic cables linking the County buildings and
offices.
•

•

•

•

Financial Systems Management — budget reference 704002 IS-BUS
DEVELOPMENT/SPPRT (7 positions) — This division supports and
manages the financial system, provides custom reporting for departments,
supports the payroll system, maintains the data tables of the financial
system, controls the security and access to the financial system. It also
develops, maintains and manages the County website.
Geographic Information Systems — budget reference 704003 IS-GEO
INFO SYSTEMS(GIS) (3 positions) — This division supports and maintains
the enterprise GIS system, orchestrates the many spatial data layers (4000
+), provides custom GIS data for all departments, and administers the
internal and external GIS web sites.
Communications and Telephone — budget reference 704004 ISCOMM SVCS/SUPPORT (3 positions) — This division manages the
telephony (voice) communications for all County departments. This involves
the administration of 4,000 Centrex telephone lines, all cellular accounts
employed by County departments, all pager accounts employed by County
departments, supervises and coordinates E911 throughout the County and
the seven PSAPs (Public Safety Answering Points), and coordinates the
enterprise radio system (public protection and general government).
Radio and Microwave Systems — budget reference 704005 IS-COMMRADIO SVCS/SPPRT (2 positions) — This division directly controls support
of all radio systems (13) used by County departments (i.e., Public Safety,
Public Works, and Animal Control). It engineers and maintains the County’s
microwave system, coordinates radio connectivity between public safety
agencies, maintains and programs 1500+ radios used by County agencies
(handheld and mobile), provides installation and repair of those radios,
maintains and attends to the nine radio repeater/transmission sites owned
by the County and manages radio licensing.

In addition to the divisions listed above there is a department Director, an
Assistant Director and an Administrative Assistant, all of whom provide
management and support to the divisions of IS Department.
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The IS staff routinely works extended and unreported hours to support the
requirements of the department. ISD employees have smartphones and other
devices that notify them, both during regular work hours as well as off duty
hours, of errors and/or system failures. They have the capability to log into the
systems remotely to attempt a resolution of these issues; in some cases, they
return to ISD offices or facilities to attend to the problem. It has become common
practice for some ISD employees, who are all hourly exempt, to work 45–60
hours per week, without additional compensation. There are several employees in
positions that are vital to the organization and the loss of their knowledge and
experience would be a major set back to the functionality of ISD and to other
County departments that have systems they support.
The positions inherited, over the years, are relegated to specific functions related
to their division. Since 1997, ISD’s 10 original allocated positions for
technical/network functions had declined to eight, but were just recently restored
to nine. Since the initiation of the department, the functional responsibility and
workload have dramatically increased. The ISD group affects the daily working
environment of the County’s 23 departments, 92 separate physical locations and
every one of the County’s 2300+ employees.
The importance of the Network Management Division is evident in the
magnitude of their responsibilities, which include:
•

Support and maintain more than 5,000 networked devices;

•

Manage and administer more than 100 physical servers;

•

Control and oversee multiple virtual centers;

•

Manage and secure the enterprise switching and routing systems;

•

Manage the enterprise email system which processes over 1,000,000+
messages a month;

•

Provide and organize data warehousing for several departments;

•

Manage the enterprise document management system;

•

House and govern outside departmental operating systems;

•

Provide daily back-ups of all managed systems;

•

Provide disaster recovery services for all County departments;

•

Maintain and organize the County’s WEB site;
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•

Provide encryption services which are HIPAA and PHI compliant;

•

Coordinate and administer Microsoft® Application Licensing Program;

•

Provide limited training and desktop support for applications commonly
used by County departments;

•

Research, development, and implementation of new technologies to the
County and related environment.

With all of the above tasks and responsibilities, ISD has a faultless record of
network uptime of over 99.9 percent since the inception of the BCI network. The
last time the network experienced a complete shutdown (2004) was a result of an
accidental power shutoff of the primary power conditioning system (UPS) by an
independent contractor installing upgraded equipment.
This division’s ability to perform at such a high level is predicated on their
knowledge and cross training on the inner workings and functionality of the
department’s systems and sub-systems. Their level of competence and experience
have developed due to their involvement in the design and evolution of the AD
and BCI network. Of the ISD personnel employed by the department’s Network
and Support Section, 88 percent were either original hires or internal County
employee transfers when the department was formed. All of the technical
employees are highly trained, seven having earned Microsoft® Certified Systems
Engineer (MCSE) certification and several have earned Cisco® Networking
certifications. Thus, they have a high level of pride and feeling of ownership of the
system.
ISD was able to limit its support of the server and network switching operations
through the adoption of standardized hardware platforms. The enterprise server
hardware platforms chosen are the Hewlett-Packard® ProLiant™ line of servers;
and the enterprise network equipment incorporated is the product line of Cisco
Systems®, Inc. (Both are California corporations and are headquartered in the
San Francisco Bay Area).
This standardization of major IT elements provides practical hardware backup
redundancy, which allows the interchanging of key component replacement if any
one component fails. This also allows for standardized training of support staff on
common equipment, reduces support costs, and increases system availability.
Equipment replacement, or refresh time frames, depends on the type and use of
the equipment. The majority of enterprise equipment purchased, which is the
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responsibility of ISD, included such items as servers, network switching/routing,
security and compliance appliances, virtual server/data equipment, datawarehousing equipment, and software licensing. It is advisable that data routing
and switching equipment be refreshed on a 5-year cycle and security compliance
systems and appliances be refreshed on 2–3 year cycle.1
Desktop computers are most commonly the responsibility of individual
departments and should be refreshed on a 3–4 year cycle, with a 5-year cycle
being considered the extreme retention.2

APPROACH
Background information for this report was derived from:
•

Interviews with Butte County employees, including current County
Administration staff and ISD staff;

•

Review of County approved budgets FY 2004 – FY 2013;

•

Research of online articles and web sites;

•

On site tours of County ISD facilities.

DISCUSSION
The Grand Jury has found that the Administration and the Board of Supervisors
have significantly limited the IS Department’s abilities to stay current with
evolving technology through limited growth of the department’s annual budget.
This lack of sufficient funds has restricted both the advancement and acquisition
of upgrades to component infrastructure and the recruitment of support staff to
maintain the infrastructure.
Funding and Budget Issues
Previous Grand Jury reports have noted there are a number of IS/IT positions
authorized in many of the County’s departments. These positions are
independent of ISD and report to their respective department head. These
positions are dedicated to the support of interoffice software and hardware with
primary focus on the maintenance of desktop computing and software unique to
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CBR Computer Business Review
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Nash Networks, Inc. IT Consulting
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that department. Each departmental IS group interfaces with ISD and relies on
ISD’s staff to provide network connectivity and security.
The 2009-2010 Grand Jury report recommended the consolidation of this pool of
professional staff into the ISD. It cited decentralized staffing to be a duplication
of effort, which they felt was wasteful. Neither ISD nor County department heads
supported this recommendation. The IS Director explained the advantages of the
current arrangement, which benefits both ISD and the County departments who
have IT positions supported in their respective budgets. Although there is some
minor overlap in responsibilities concerning desktop support, the bulk of the IS
groups within the various departments have responsibilities that are based on
distinctive knowledge and experience specific to that department’s needs. This
Grand Jury concurs with the current arrangement.
With that in mind, there is an inequity in the County’s support of the functions of
the ISD. The County has historically underfunded this department. Industry
analysts3 have stated that a successful enterprise (i.e., the County of Butte)
should invest 3 percent to 5 percent of its overall budget into its IT infrastructure.
Since 2006, ISD’s budget has been approximately 1.2 percent of the County’s
overall budget, with the highest percentage of 1.4 percent in FY 2008-2009 and
all subsequent years have been less. After the budget crisis in FY 2008-2009, the
County’s overall budget has continued to show recovery and growth. However,
the ISD budget has continued to be less than 1.1 percent. For FY 2012-2013 the
ISD budget was only 0.96 percent, and FY 2013-2014 ISD budget is only 0.85
percent of the County’s budget (see Appendix B).
Approximately half way through FY 2008-2009, based on directives from
Administration, County departments were instructed to make substantial
reductions in their operating budgets. This Grand Jury has found that since the
major cuts (24 percent) were made, IS has been forced from being proactive to
being reactive in its approach to management of County facility resources.
All network and operating system upgrades were stopped in mid-process and in
some cases reversed. The County’s IT infrastructure was rolled back to the 2003
AD structure and the exchange messaging system was reverted to the 2003
platform. These rollbacks halted the implementation of any new technology. If
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Gartner® Group, Inc., Stamford, Connecticut
NexLevel® Information Technology, Inc., Carmichael, California
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this rollback is not reversed in the near term, there is a possibility that the County
will be unable to provide services to some of its departments and employees.
The budget cuts in FY 2008-2009 to other departments created an additional
workload on ISD because some department cuts included internal IT positions.
ISD, with a reduced staff, had to keep the core systems/networks functional and
now is required to use its staff to assist and support departments who had lost IT
positions. An example of this is the Butte County Library, as they cut its only IT
position. The impact on ISD by this one department required 40 percent of two
IS staff (0.8 FTE) to support the BC Library at all of their various locations. As a
result, ISD also experienced an increase of travel-related costs and a reduction in
available support for other IS support related issues.
Additional impacts of the budget cuts were IS and other departments’ inability to
refresh technologies. This amplified the separation of the “have” and “have-not”
departments by expanding the technology gap between the subvented (have) and
non-subvented (have-not) departments. This condition has created additional
stress for ISD, to keep the various levels of technologies functional across the
County’s BCI WAN. ISD also became a clearinghouse for recycling computers, by
the relocation of updated machines from subvented departments, to departments
with even older outdated machines. This has also added to ISD’s employee
workload.
As stated earlier in this report, during FY 2006-2007, the Administration
transferred the responsibility for management of the County’s Pentamation®
financial system and related support of the system from the Auditor’s office to
ISD. Five positions from the Auditor’s Office and other departments were
transferred to ISD, and two existing staff members were reassigned to support
this functional area. The first impact of this move was one of office space and
equipment (acquisition of computers, desks, phones, and a centralized location).
Once in place and operational, the new unit began acclimation of the support
requirements of the system. Although there were some ongoing projects in
process, it was soon discovered the demands from Administration/CFO
consumed the majority of available resources. There was little or no capacity in
the division to handle programming and database development requests from
other departments. This curtailed the ISD availability for support to other County
departments. As an example, efforts to develop a Microsoft® SharePoint®
application that would have provided an internal financial tool had to be
abandoned. The purpose of that tool was to provide an easy-to-use program, for
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all departments, to query information pertinent to their department’ specific
needs of the financial system.
Along with the Pentamation® system move, the reassignment of the system’s
payroll functional responsibility to Human Resources underlined a fact that the
payroll system required far more support than was previously recognized. The
ISD business unit became an intricate part of the 2-week payroll cycle. One
employee stated to the IS Director, “You sign my paycheck, but I don’t work for
you anymore.”
These demands, between the CFO and HR, depleted what little excess capacity
the division had available. In addition, an unexpected result of this change in the
capacity to provide any programming help to any departments was marginal.
This created animosity from other departments towards ISD because of its
inability to support the departments’ business models.
Infrastructure
On the specific subject of staffing needs for Information Systems one must
understand the makeup of the existing department and the current technological
needs of the County.
Budget limitations have always affected the ability of ISD to keep technologies for
the County on the leading edge of the industry. The ISD has been careful and
tactful with the allocation and disbursement of budgeted funds in preparation,
acquisition, and deployment of technological changes and upgrades. That is,
careful assessments of needs are prepared before funds are budgeted and
allocated on technologies or upgrades. One example of this is increasing the
bandwidth of the network (the transmission capacity of the telecommunications
system). This was accomplished through monitoring the network’s bandwidth
consumption and establishing plans to make adjustments when needed. By the
development of strategies to implement upgrades, ISD engineered the optimum
expenditures for the most effective results when it became time to upgrade.
During the FY 2008-2009 budget cycle, ISD was beginning the implementation
of a major network upgrade. The BCI network infrastructure and operating
systems were over 5 years of age and several generations behind the most current
network version. ISD was in the process of the upgrades to the primary
routing/switching infrastructures and related other network systems and
subsystems. At this point all domain controllers had been upgraded from
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Windows® Network™ version 2003 to version 2008. Remote routing/switching
infrastructure was in the process of moving from 1GB bandwidth to 10GB, a tenfold speed enhancement.
Midway through FY 2008-2009 budget cuts were ordered. While the cuts
averaged 23.4 percent of the budget, they were implemented halfway through the
fiscal year and essentially were 46.8 percent of the remaining budget. These
budget cuts were significant for several reasons. The migration to both hardware
and software infrastructure platforms was in progress and all upgrades had to be
halted and reversed. The domain controllers had to be rolled back to the 2003
version, since version 2008 was not backwards compatible.
The timing for these major system acquisitions was staged for the late third and
early fourth quarters of FY 2008-2009. The budget cuts occurred early in the
third quarter of the fiscal year. Four staff positions were lost. All expenditures of
budgeted dollars for the upgrades were cancelled. This was necessary for ISD to
achieve some of its required budget reduction. If the acquisitions had been made
earlier in the cycle, IS would have had to lay off four additional technical
positions. A loss of eight positions total would have been disastrous.
The County’s network infrastructure had few improvements or upgrades to its
network switching/routing equipment from FY 2008 through FY 2012. In the
past year IS has begun to overcome 5+ years of no structural improvements. The
following changes have been performed:
•

The core router has been replaced with funds made available through a
Homeland Security Grant;

•

Domain controllers have been replaced and the Windows Server® Active
Directory has been upgraded to Windows Server® 2012;

•

Network switching upgrades are in progress with replacement of new PoE
(Power over Ethernet) switches, which will allow for the leverage of the data
networks for voice integration;

•

Internal bandwidth was increased from 1GB to 10GB; and

•

The bandwidth for the enterprise Internet services has been doubled.

These upgrades are all required in order to support the newer technologies being
acquired and deployed by various departments.
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The County’s primary network infrastructure utilizes fiber optics to transmit and
receive both data and communications point-to-point. Limitations of this
network are the equipment attached to the end-points of the fiber, through the
County’s routing/switching equipment to PCs and other computing equipment.
The current plan, budget permitting, is in process to update most of the older
equipment. With these updates in place, unified messaging and County cloud
computing will be feasible, which will significantly impact how the County does
business and interacts with its employees, business partners, and constituents.
Another issue adversely affecting the upgrade of the BCI infrastructure is the end
points of the network, the PCs and computing devices that are connected to it. As
of September 2013, 61 percent of the networked computers on the BCI were
running Windows® XP, an operating system that is 14+ years old and declared by
Microsoft® end-of-life as of April 8, 2014. As of that date, Microsoft® has cut off
all user support and halted security updates. This leaves the software vulnerable
to newly discovered attacks.
While the desktop hardware may not be 14 years of age, most are 5+ years of age.
Of the older computers on the network, 30–35 percent (approximately 500
machines) do not have the internal components to support 64-bit applications,
which is necessary to be part of an upgrade in Active Directory. This older
technology has insufficient RAM (Random Access Memory) and processors to
handle requirements of newer network overhead and on-line service deliveries.
This greatly limits the implementation of newer core technologies due to
incompatibility of operating systems and inadequate hardware resources. This
impact is a concern, as the County plans the implementation of the Microsoft®
Lync™ system.
As a result of the budget cuts in FY 2008-2009, the ISD mode of operations has
been one of survival, rolling back the network and related systems to previous
configurations. Long-range plans not relevant to the day-to-day operations were
put on hold; keeping the networks functioning and secure became the only
priority of the ISD.
The Butte County ISD’s Information Technology Strategic Plan was prepared in
2005 and has not recently been updated. The 2009-2010 Grand Jury
recommended this plan to be updated (recommendation R4). Response to this
recommendation was that it would be addressed and completed by November
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2010. Due to significant budget reductions and shortages of staffing and
resources this was not completed.
There is no capital funding available for infrastructure improvements built into
the TNCC budget. Therefore, there has been no reason to develop a multi-year
plan; in its place a list of current projects is maintained. The CAO now meets
monthly with IS management regarding current and future projects. An updated
long-range plan is being discussed between the CAO and the new Director of
Information Systems.
Security and Vulnerability
Every electronic data network is vulnerable to a variety of hacking and other
security threats, both internal and external. Two of the nine positions within
ISD’s Network and Support Division are tasked full-time to monitor network
health, maintenance, and security of the County enterprise network
infrastructures. They maintain the firewalls, the DMZ, access points (including
wireless), SPAM filters, and keep the County Security Policies up to date. These
two positions monitor and adjust a variety of security systems that are in place to
offset distinct threats and vulnerabilities. They also manage the Active Directory
network infrastructure by maintaining network access rights of individuals and
organizations that use, or need the use of, the County’s WAN infrastructure to
conduct business, both internally (County employees) and externally (outside
entities, such as law enforcement and state-wide case management systems).
Every computer and network on the World Wide Web (WWW) is continuously
being probed and scanned by any number of sources. The County is no different.
The County’s network manages the traffic of an average 8oo,ooo Internet
messages and 130,000 internal e-mails every month. By leveraging various
technologies and systems, the County can reduce the exposure of a successful
probe or attack. Should an attack successfully make it through the filters,
firewalls, appliances, and monitoring systems, then it would be subject to
containment by internal systems, which isolate the spread of the
attack/intrusion. Should this fail, the networks can be brought down manually
and isolated until the threat is successfully contained or eradicated.
The various security systems and subsystems are an IS priority. These systems
are always being upgraded, updated and monitored. It is a primary brick in the
network infrastructure. If a large-scale denial of service were to be successful, the
results would adversely disturb and interfere with the County’s ability to
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communicate and do business. This would be a major problem as a loss of
mission-critical systems would cripple department’s ability to function i.e.,
Human Resources could not access employee records or process the County
payroll; offices such as the Sheriff, District Attorney, DCSS, DESS, Public Health,
and others would be unable to process and/or access their case files; the
Assessor, Tax Collector, and Auditor would lose access to property and tax
records; and every other County department would be impaired to some extent.
Communications
ISD communications unit is responsible for managing the telephony and
emergency E911 operations of the County. When ISD assumed responsibility for
E911 the system had 8,000+ unknown addresses for assigned phone numbers. By
cross-indexing the public listed numbers the unknown addresses were reduced to
3,000+. Through diligence and painstaking research, that number has been
reduced to a dozen, less than 0.001 percent of the 140,000 public individual
phone numbers in the County.
Radio communications is another responsibility of the ISD. The County’s main
radio transmitting site, used for public protection and general government, is
located on St. John Mountain (7,200 ft. elev.) in Glenn County. Due to its remote
location, there is no commercial power available. The equipment at the site is
powered by batteries, which are kept charged by propane powered thermalelectric generators. The site is approximately 40 years of age and is in constant
need of repair. This operation is extremely difficult to support and susceptible to
failures caused by bad weather. ISD was informed the week of February 10, 2014,
that the current supplier of propane gas was cancelling its delivery services to the
site. A replacement supplier has not been located as of this time.
There are alternatives regarding the St. John operation. One option is to convert
the battery/propane system to a solar power system. The solar power option is
currently being researched and will most likely be addressed in the FY 2014-2015
requested budget. A second option would be to abandon St. John Mountain and
establish the primary radio site within Butte County. Recent improvements and
acquisitions at the Bloomer Mountain and the Oaks sites can provide the reality
of a fully contained radio system within the County. Information Systems has
contracted with the CDX Wireless firm to study the Butte County radio
infrastructure to determine the best radio technology options that would work
with the Butte County topographic layout. While the study has not been
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completed, early analysis suggests a 700Mhz/VHF hybrid system could use
existing radio sites that can provide complete coverage of both the valley and
mountainous areas. Preliminary costs are estimated to be between $10 million
and $12 million to complete the buildout. Hopefully the study will be completed
before the budget preparations are complete for FY 2014-2015.
Pending Projects
Implementation of the Microsoft® Lync™ 2013, unified messaging system, will
bring the ability to integrate smartphones, tablets, laptops, and personal devices
into the County’s data network and allow connectivity to departmental operating
systems as well as centralized messaging systems (Outlook/Exchange). It will
largely, but not fully, replace the existing AT&T Centrex system (telephone lines)
currently used by the County for telephony (voice) services. While the County will
experience savings through reduction of leased line monthly expenses, BCI
network utilization and ISD direct support of VoIP will increase. This leverages
the ISD into the province of the phone system and phone manager. Current voice
supported calls for both wiring and connectivity go through AT&T. When the
Centrex system experiences a failure, trouble tickets are opened, and AT&T
handles the repairs on a 24/7 basis.
Because of the large scope of Lync™, several technologies will need major
attention. All networked computing devices will need to be brought to a
minimum standard of Windows® 7 Professional. The domain controllers will
require upgrades to Windows Server® 2012; the Microsoft® Exchange (primary
messaging system) environment will require upgrades from version 2003 to
version 2010, in order to upgrade them to version 2013. Licenses, referred to as
CALs (client access licenses), will have to be purchased for all identified end
users; and all existing database licensing of SQL will have to be brought to 20122013 standards. The currently licensed enterprise databases throughout the
County are SQL 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007, and 2010.
The Microsoft® Enterprise licensing agreement is an advantage to all County
departments. Enterprise purchased licenses will provide the technologies for all
the have and have-not departments and allow all to utilize newer technologies
(smart phones, tablets, etc.).
Before Lync™ can be rolled out, the existing switching infrastructure has to be
upgraded to 10GB and PoE (Power over Ethernet) redundant units to handle the
network loads in order to share voice communications usage with the existing
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data infrastructures. Upgrades began in FY 2013 but are limited to funds
available in the TNCC approved budget. With the advent of the Lync system, the
number of BCI network supported devices is projected to increase from 5,000+
to 12,000+ units. This transition would shift voice communication support from
the wired infrastructure of the AT&T Centrex lines to the County’s AD data
system lines.
Essentially, ISD will become the County’s phone company. Not only will the new
VoIP handsets be used on the data networks, so will mobile devices like tablets
and smartphones. Video conferencing and instant messaging are other
technologies that will dramatically increase session and bandwidth usage,
storage, logging, and compliance needs. These items will all have an impact on
ISD for direct support with all phases of these technologies. Without additional
human resources, ISD will find it extremely difficult to handle the additional
workload. Also, network issues will take longer to resolve, support requests will
be extended, and new projects will become difficult, if not impossible, to manage
and implement.
Another project in the early stages is the re-initiation of the SunGard® financial
system (formerly Pentamation). During the initial installation of the system, 25
years ago, some errors and misinterpretations of the system parameters were
made, and they have compounded over the years. These issues now cause
financial reporting anomalies that create both usage and management problems
for County departments. Through an agreement with the vendor, it has been
decided to install a current version of the system. With the vendor’s assistance,
the reinstallation will redefine procedures and account structures to better utilize
the features of the system and provide the County with a better product.
This project is scheduled to take 2 years to fully implement. The County has
established an oversight group to develop the specifications for the project. This
group consists of employees from all major departments to assist in system
definitions and requirements. At this time it is undetermined what impact the
project will have on the resources of the ISD, but it will undoubtedly tax a staff
already devoting all of its time to supporting the existing system. ISD’s staff in the
Business Development Unit is already stretched so thin that County department
needs outside of payroll and finance areas cannot be met. This new project will
potentially create additional obligations.
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FINDINGS
F1

The County’s network went live in the late 1990’s. It has achieved a greater
than 99 percent uptime. The continuous operation of the network is critical
to all departments within the County.

F2 The Butte County ISD’s Information Technology Strategic Plan was
prepared in 2005 and has not recently been updated.
F3 Currently ISD is preparing to launch Lync™, a unified messaging system, to
leverage the County’s fiber data infrastructure and to deploy VoIP
technologies onto the BCI network.
F4 ISD’s strategy is to maintain an industry standard of a maximum 5-year
technology refresh rate of enterprise class server equipment and a 3–5 year
refresh rate of network infrastructure routing and switching equipment.
F5 Since the FY 2008-2009 budget reductions, most of the infrastructure
hardware life has been extended to 10+ years (core router and switching
equipment), which is beyond its normal life span.
F6 The core router was replaced in FY 2013 with funds made available from
Homeland Security Grants.
F7 With the implementation of the Microsoft® Lync™ unified messaging
system, the County networked devices will increase to over 12,000+ units.
F8 Without additional staff resources, ISD will continue to be overburdened
with support issues.
F9 The loss of key ISD employees would be catastrophic to the County. Loss of
their valuable knowledge, experience, and commitment would be a major
setback to the functionality of the department.
F10 The IS Department provides mission-critical services and support to most
County departments. Loss of ISD support to any of these departments would
greatly impair their ability to conduct County business.
F11 The current adopted budget FY 2013-2014 for ISD is 0.85 percent of the
total County budget, down from 1.42 percent in FY 2008-2009.
F12 For the last 10 years the IS Department has been given increased duties and
responsibilities, and its budget has remained flat (increase of 0.08 percent),
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while the overall County budget has increased by $200,000,000 (61
percent) (see Appendix B).
F13 The County’s radio communication relies on outdated equipment installed
on St. John Mountain (located in Glenn County) which is costly to support.
F14 Of the County’s older personal computers 500+ are still operating on the
Windows XP system and will require upgrades in order to function in the
upgraded Active Directory.
F15 Two full-time employees are dedicated to network security, monitoring
against unauthorized users, and filtering for SPAM and viruses, while
receiving over 800,000 Internet messages monthly.

RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 Butte County should develop the ISD Information Technology Strategic
Plan to reflect new technology developments and new support services
needed. It should be reviewed annually in order to respond to any
unanticipated need or development opportunity.
R2 Butte County should provide adequate resources to ISD to ensure the
network infrastructure is at the industry standard refresh rate of 3-5 years
for technology and hardware.
R3 Butte County should diligently search and pursue available grants from any
and all sources to fund necessary infrastructure upgrades.
R4 Butte County should allocate funds to rehire or replace ISD positions
eliminated after budget cuts were implemented in FY 2008-2009 and
allocate additional positions to support expanding workloads.
R5 Butte County should acknowledge the importance of the IS Department and
its role, which is mission critical, to the citizens of Butte County and most
County departments.
R6 Butte County should commit to fund ISD, for the next five years, at a
minimum rate of 1.75 percent of the total County budget, with a goal of 3
percent within 10 years.
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R7 Butte County should acknowledge the problems with the St. John Mountain
radio system and take steps to replace the antiquated equipment before total
system failure.
R8 Butte County must acknowledge that it has in excess of 500 personal
computers that have outdated operating systems in use. It is recommended
that the County consider a lease arrangement, or the outright purchase, to
assist departments in the replacement of outdated machines, which will be
required for compatibility with the new Active Directory.

REQUEST FOR RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
• Butte County Board of Supervisors: A response to Findings F1 through F15
and Recommendations R1 through R8
The Grand Jury invites the following individuals to respond:
• Butte County Information Services Director: A response to Findings F1
through F15 and Recommendations R1 through R8
• Butte County Chief Administrative Officer: A response to Findings F1
through F15 and Recommendations R1 through R8
The governing body indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929
requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
BUTTE COUNTY JAIL TOUR
SUMMARY
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury, in compliance with state law, on September 18, 2013,
conducted an inspection and review of the operation and management of the
Butte County Jail (BCJ). The Grand Jury also toured the Butte County Day
Reporting Center on October 9, 2013. The Butte County Sheriff’s Office and the
staff were professional, informative, and dedicated to the safety of the public and
the rehabilitation for the offenders who are either incarcerated or in the
Alternative Custody Supervision program.
Subsequent to the tour, the Board of Supervisors approved the Sheriff’s
application for a $40 million grant under SB 1022 to renovate the jail. The Grand
Jury regrets that the grant submitted to enlarge the BCJ was not funded and
encourages the County to continue in its efforts to secure funding to build a new,
larger, and more modern facility.
GLOSSARY
AB 109 – California Assembly Bill 109 - The Public Safety Realignment Act
ACS – Alternative Custody Supervision
BCJ –Butte County Jail
BSCC – Board of State and Community Corrections
CSUC – California State University, Chico
DRC – Day Reporting Center
Evidence-based practices – Approaches and interventions that have been
scientifically tested in controlled studies and proven effective
PRCS – Post Release Community Supervision
Recidivism - The rate at which people released from prison are returned to
prison
Sheriff or Sheriff’s Office - Butte County Sheriff/Sheriff’s Office
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SWAP – Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program
APPROACH
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Toured the Butte County Jail;

•

Toured the Day Reporting Center;

•

Interviewed the Sheriff; Undersheriff; BCJ correctional deputies; and
California State University, Chico (CSUC), Criminal Justice faculty;

•

Interviewed BCJ management;

•

Reviewed the Alternative Custody Supervision (ACS) report by CSUC
professors;

•

Reviewed documents provided by the Sheriff’s Office;

•

Reviewed 2012-2013 Grand Jury Recommendations and Responses.

BACKGROUND
The Butte County Jail is a Type II facility mandated by the California
Constitution and is the largest jail north of Sacramento. A Type II facility houses
misdemeanor and felony arrestees from all local agencies. It also houses inmates
who have been sentenced to either County incarceration or who are awaiting
transportation to state prison. It is located in the Butte County Center Campus in
Oroville.
The Butte County Jail was constructed in 1964 with a total of 197 beds.
Dormitories were added in 1968, increasing the bed count to 293. In 1994, the
West Facility was constructed at a cost of $7.5 million, and it included a kitchen
remodel. This new facility brought the total bed count to 614. Currently there are
80 beds set aside for female prisoners.
The operating budget for the jail is $23 million, or over one-half of the Sheriff’s
Department’s current $40 million budget. The jail has a staff of approximately
120 employees, including sworn correctional deputies, clerks, cooks, and medical
staff. Expansion of the inmate medical services unit and the intake/booking area
at the jail was completed in 1999.
As a result of Assembly Bill 109, there are approximately 1,000 adults under the
Sheriff’s supervision.
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•

600 inmates are incarcerated; of these, nearly 40 percent are gang affiliated
or associated. Between 100 and 150 inmates are segregated from the general
population.

•

All inmates eat in the housing units. There is one hot meal (lunch) served
each day.

•

340 adults are currently in the Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program (SWAP).

•

115 adults are currently in alternative custody and are monitored
electronically through their ankle bracelets. Only 9 percent of the alternative
custody inmates fail the requirements and are returned to the jail.

•

Inmates at the Butte County Jail are segregated according to violent vs. nonviolent offenders. Due to potential violence, rival gang members cannot be
housed in the same pods.

DISCUSSION
The Grand Jury’s tour included a discussion of the facility and included statistics
related to the jail, i.e., budget, size, costs, number of inmates, number and
classification of staff, etc. Discussion covered the problems of working with an
overcrowded jail and the various options that the County has pursued to keep
inmate numbers under control. In addition, the discussion touched on the Public
Safety Realignment Act (AB 109) and its effects on the jail facility. The Grand
Jury also discussed the Day Reporting Center (DRC) and the Alternative Custody
Supervision (ACS) program available to selected non-violent, non-serious, nonsexual offenders who also are not involved in hard-core gang activities.
Other topics discussed included:
•

Inmate processing (booking to incarceration);

•

Interaction and safety for both the individuals detained and staff;

•

Medical and mental health for those detained.

Grand Jurors visited the pod viewing area and the exercise and housing areas,
examined interview/visiting rooms, and reviewed in-house and Internet visiting
procedures. The Grand Jury also discussed gang issues, individuals with mental
health issues, and other relevant topics.
There is a lack of privacy for inmate/attorney conversations at the jail, and the
facilities are antiquated. Butte County is installing an Internet-based video
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visitation service at the jail, an improvement on the system in place. Currently
these video visits are free if used at the jail. However, off-site video chats,
provided by a third-party vendor, cost $25 per visit. The rate seems high but is
set by the vendor.
The Grand Jury concluded that, although the jail is old and in need of renovation,
it is run effectively and efficiently. However, it was originally built to house jailed
detainees and is out of date. The Public Safety Realignment Act (AB 109) changed
the way in which prisoners are housed in all counties in the State.
The staff demonstrated that they were professional, dedicated, and competent.
They have the highest regards and concerns for staff, visitors, and those
incarcerated.
Public Safety Realignment Act (AB 109)
Due to overcrowding in the California State prisons, the U.S. Supreme Court
ordered California to reduce the prison population of California State
prisons. The Public Safety Realignment Act (AB 109), signed into law by
Governor Jerry Brown on April 4, 2011, shifted responsibility for certain
populations of offenders from the State of California to the individual counties.
AB 109 became effective on October 1, 2011. AB 109 mandates that current nonviolent, non-serious, and non-sex offenders be supervised and housed at the local
County level. That is, instead of reporting to State parole officers, these offenders
report to local County probation officers. This population is referred to in AB 109
as Post Release Community Supervision.
In its effort to implement AB 109 (and reduce the budget of the State Department
of Corrections), the State of California gave counties such as Butte only a fraction
of the amount the State had been spending per inmate, or $20 per day per
prisoner. The actual cost per inmate is $92 per day. Individuals in alternative
custody cost Butte County approximately $22 per day. Though the funding is
inadequate, Butte County is embracing AB 109 by instituting a series of programs
like the ACS program.
Alternative Custody Supervision (ACS) and The Day Reporting Center (DRC)
The Day Reporting Center (DRC) is a non-residential facility that supervises
offenders on Alternate Custody Supervision (ACS). Offenders report to the DRC
as part of the court-ordered conditions of their supervision. The offenders who
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participate in the program meet with correctional deputies and programming
staff and participate in a variety of evidenced-based classes.
Butte County’s ACS program has given staff the flexibility to choose which
offenders may serve part of their sentences outside the jail by using electronically
monitored supervision. ACS is an alternative to having inmates serve straight jail
time and probation imposed at sentencing. This flexibility lets correctional staff
make custody decisions on a case-by-case basis.
The Butte County DRC offers a variety of services and programs that are designed
to help rehabilitate participants through education, job training, counseling, and
other services. Offenders must attend programs on a regular basis to meet the
terms of their release. Some participants must report daily, while others not
attending classes or working are required to be at their place of residence. The
Butte County Sheriff’s Office offers offenders free bus passes to help them
succeed in the program.
The Butte County Sheriff’s Office operates the DRC and contracts with Sentinel
Offender Services who help with electronic monitoring, programs, and classes. It
is located at the former Juvenile Hall in Oroville's Butte County Center Campus
on County Center Drive. The building was refurbished at a nominal cost of
$250,000.
Services offered at the DRC include Cognitive Behavioral Therapy classes, “Moral
Reconation Therapy” (MRT),” “Coping with Anger,” “Staying Quit: Relapse
Prevention,” “Parenting and Family Values,” “Something for Nothing: Theft
Awareness,” and “Taking the High Road: Drug Education.”
Other programs and courses offered include:
•

On-line GED Program;

•

Employment Readiness;

•

College Readiness;

•

Narcotics Anonymous;

•

Community Impact Mentoring Program;

•

Library Literacy Program;

•

Computer Literacy;

•

K-9 Program;
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•

Craving Identification Management (CIM);

•

Seeking Safety/Healthy Relationships (Catalyst DV Services for men and
women);

•

Three Inmate Work Crews;

•

SWAP (Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program);

•

Methamphetamine Presentation (Meth Strike Force);

•

Learn Landscaping;

•

Child Support Services (Department of Employment and Social Services);

•

The Perils of Drug Abuse Presentation (Drug Endangered Children);

•

Sexually Transmitted Diseases Class (Butte County Public Health).

The Sheriff’s Office has also formed a partnership with the California State
University, Chico (CSUC) Criminal Justice program. Research is conducted by
CSUC students and mentored by professors through the Consortium for Public
Safety to determine if current policies and programs are working at the DRC.
An assessment by the Consortium for Public Safety found positive results by
inmates enrolled in the program. The findings include:
•

Felons participating in the program had a first year recidivism rate of 14
percent, a lower rate than comparison group estimates.

•

AB 109 offenders in Butte County were more likely to report needing
rehabilitative and therapeutic services compared to those who were
incarcerated for misdemeanors.

•

The report identified several social and criminal history factors and
attitudinal scores that predicted program failure.

This report indicates that ACS is showing substantially reduced recidivism rates,
by looking at criminal behavior in the context of both individual and life choices.
The Butte County Sheriff’s Office and CSUC have instituted an internship
program. Students are able to observe deputies and probation officers and
discuss those observations with their professors. New relationships with peers,
professors, and law enforcement personnel provide students with an experiential
learning opportunity and a greater sense of community, while opening their eyes
to a variety of career opportunities.
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Butte County needs a new jail facility, and the Grand Jury encourages the Sheriff
to vigorously pursue the $40 million application to the Department of
Corrections for a new facility. While the application was not funded this year, the
County scored high in the ranking and should meet the requirements for
approval when additional jail funding becomes available. The Grand Jury hopes
that the hard work and effort that were expended for the application will be
rewarded and that funding will become available in next year’s State budget.

FINDINGS
F1

The Butte County Jail is old and outdated but is run by a professional,
dedicated, and competent staff.

F2 The Butte County Jail was not designed to accommodate the long-term
inmates who need to be housed under provisions of AB 109.
F3 Butte County has embraced AB 109 and has endeavored to minimize the
effects on the County by instituting a series of programs, including the ACS.
F4 There is a lack of privacy for inmate/attorney conversations at the jail.
F5 Butte County is installing an Internet-based video visitation service at the
jail.
F6 The Butte County Sheriff’s Department is continually looking for innovative
ways to help those individuals who were sentenced by the court to be under
the Sheriff’s supervision, while keeping public safety as its priority.
F7 The partnership between the Butte County Sheriff’s Department and CSUC’s
Criminal Justice program (through the Consortium for Public Safety) has
helped the County evaluate the ACS program and is giving students an
invaluable internship experience.	
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RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 Butte County should continue its search for adequate funding to enlarge and
improve the Jail.
R2 Butte County should continue to implement programs like the ACS that have
proven to be successful.
R3 The Sheriff’s Office should continue to monitor the video visitation
methodology at the Jail and seek improvements to make it more personal,
private, user friendly, and less expensive.
R4 Butte County Sheriff’s Department should continue its affiliation with
CSUC’s Criminal Justice program and affiliated Consortium for Public Safety
to assist with research on the jail.	
  	
  

RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
•

Butte County Sheriff: A response to Findings F1 through F7 and
Recommendations R1 through R4.

•

Butte County Board of Supervisors: A response to Findings F1 through F3
and Recommendations R1 and R2.

DISCLAIMER: This report was issued by the Grand Jury with the exception of a
juror who has had an association with the Butte County Jail. This grand juror was
excluded from all parts of the investigation, including interviews, deliberations,
and the writing and approval of this report.

The governing bodies indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929

	
   requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
BUTTE COUNTY JUVENILE HALL AND
TABLE MOUNTAIN SCHOOL
SUMMARY
Under California Penal Code §919(b), the Butte County Grand Jury is required to
annually inspect the operations and management of the Butte County Jail and
Juvenile Hall. The 2013-2014 Grand Jury conducted an inspection of the
operation and management of the Butte County Juvenile Hall on September 18,
2013. On a second visit, the Grand Jury visited the Table Mountain School
(TMS).
The Grand Jury was very impressed with the Juvenile Hall facility and the way
that it is operated. The environment is highly structured. Juveniles attend school
and are given time for physical and social activity before lights out at 10:00 p.m.
The most noteworthy aspect of the tour was the apparent dedication of staff and a
strong desire to get juvenile offenders’ lives back on track. Programs and classes
are set up with Public Defender involvement and include a curriculum that seeks
to break behavior patterns and prevent juveniles from becoming repeat
offenders.
The Table Mountain School (TMS), operated on site by the Butte County Office of
Education (BCOE), has a noteworthy curriculum and a very qualified staff.
Interviews were conducted with the BCOE Superintendent, principal, certificated
and classified staff, as well as with two TMS students.
Overall, Grand Jurors felt positive about the visits to Juvenile Hall and TMS and
agree that the staffs are doing all that they can to help juvenile offenders prepare
for life when they leave the facility.

GLOSSARY
ART – Aggression Replacement Training – The training has three components:
social, moral, and anger control. It is evidenced based (good outcome).
BCJH – Butte County Juvenile Hall
BCOE – Butte County Office of Education
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BCPD – Butte County Probation Department
CIM – Craving, Identification and Management – A curriculum tool that targets
adolescents who are using or are at risk of using drugs and alcohol. It teaches
them how to identify a drug and a risk factor and gives them strategies to
overcome the addiction, one step at a time.
Evidence-based practices – Approaches and interventions that have been
scientifically tested in controlled studies and proven effective	
  
GED – The General Education Development test is for adults who do not have a
high school diploma. Those who pass the test receive a California High School
Equivalency Certificate. In California, persons who are 18 years of age or older
may take the GED test. Some 17-year-olds who meet specific criteria for testing
may also take the test.
Juvenile – An individual under the age of 18. In some circumstances the
juvenile court can retain jurisdiction on individuals until age 21, and in certain
cases up to age 25.
Recidivism – The rate at which juveniles released from custody are returned to
custody
ROP – Regional Occupation Program – In operation since 1974, ROP is a career
technical education program of BCOE in cooperation with local school districts
and the business community. It prepares youth and adults with marketable skills,
work ethics and job training needed to build and keep a career.
Table Mountain School (TMS) – The court school operated under authority of
BCOE

APPROACH
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Toured the BCJH;

•

Toured TMS located within BCJH;

•

Interviewed the BCJH Chief Deputy Probation Officer, BCJH Manager, and
Counselor;

•

Interviewed the TMS Principal;
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•

Interviewed the BCOE Superintendent;

•

Interviewed certificated and classified staff of TMS;

•

Interviewed two students;

•

Reviewed various documents provided by BCJH and TMS staff;

•

Reviewed responses to the 2012-2013 Grand Jury recommendations.

BACKGROUND
The BCJH is located at 41 County Center Drive in Oroville and is administered by
the Butte County Probation Department (BCPD). The current facility opened in
November 2003, and has the capacity to house 120 juveniles. There are 32 fulltime staff and 15 extra help positions. This includes supervisors, counselors,
clerical, and cooks. There are also two juvenile Public Defender positions
assigned to Juvenile Hall. The annual budget is approximately $5 million. Most
of the funding comes from the County’s General Fund. Salaries and benefits make
up approximately 80 percent of the annual budget.
The BCJH has six pods of 20 beds each. Each pod contains cells, a meeting area
with tables and chairs used for recreation and meals, an outdoor recreation yard,
a security office, and a classroom. Currently the juvenile hall facility utilizes three
pods for housing juveniles: Condor, Eagle, and Falcon. Pod assignments are
based on classification (type of crime, gang affiliation, etc.). There is no
fraternization among the pods. Two pods are designated for males and the third
is a co-ed pod. One pod was converted for use as a Boys and Girls Club, and the
two remaining pods are used for storage and training.
Juveniles are given a physical examination within 24 hours of their arrival at
BCJH. A nurse is on duty 12 hours per day, and on-call medical support is
available 24/7. Medical services are provided through a contract with the
California Forensic Medical Group. Juveniles are not transferred to medical
providers when a need arises; rather, medical providers come to the site.
BCJH houses juvenile offenders awaiting court hearings or those already
sentenced. Offenders’ ages can range from about 8 to 21 years. There is no limit
on the number of days in residence. Long term is over 90 days; the average stay is
17 days.
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In addition to those being housed in BCJH, some of the juveniles are on the
electronic monitoring program, serving their time outside the facility. This is
done on an individualized basis. The evaluation process looks at a variety of
criteria including nature of the offense, behavioral characteristics, and home
environment. Monitoring is similar to the Day Reporting Center facility operated
by the Sheriff’s Office, but the programs are separate.
Juveniles with extended stays are sent to a long-term facility in Stockton.
Offenders incarcerated for a juvenile crime may remain in BCJH custody up to
the age of 21.	
  

DISCUSSION
The Tour
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury conducted an inspection of the operation and
management of the BCJH on September 18, 2013. On the day of our tour, there
were 40 juveniles incarcerated: 30 male and 10 female. Existing staff can handle
around 60 juveniles. This number can fluctuates on a daily basis. Most of the
juvenile offenders are male, and typically are housed for longer periods. Of the 40
juveniles in custody during the tour, about 40 percent were long term.
BCJH staff reviewed the current intake process with the Grand Jury:
•

The reporting agency transfers custody to BCJH. The offender is brought in
by a police agent;

•

There is verification that a crime was committed. BCPD evaluates the
circumstances of the crime and the offender’s prior record, and determines
release or detention;

•

A secondary evaluation by BCPD determines whether the case will be
referred to the District Attorney;

•

The District Attorney evaluates the evidence and decides whether or not to
file a complaint with the Court;

•

Another assessment is produced by BCPD, providing the Court with presentencing recommendations for either the California Division of Juvenile
Justice or BCJH detention;

•

Parents are notified of the juvenile’s detention by the arresting officer or
agency;
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•

Juveniles are allowed a single phone call during the intake process;

•

BCJH staff makes the contact call to parents if the juvenile refuses.

Juveniles are allowed two visits per week with parents or legal guardians. Those
in custody for over 30 days get an additional visit each week with grandparents or
siblings. Juveniles with children may have an additional visit each week.
Juvenile offenders receive evidence-based Anger Replacement Training (ART),
which covers social skills, a moral component, and anger control. The intent is to
try to stop recidivism from occurring after a juvenile is released.
The environment at BCJH is highly structured. Juveniles attend school from 8:15
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. (See Table Mountain School section for a review of school.)
From 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., there is a social activity. From 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
each pod, separately, spends 1 hour each on organized activity, gym or other
physical activity, or homework. Activities include physical education, field games,
gym activities, and outdoor patio activities, all of which take place on a rotating
pod-by-pod basis. Juveniles from different pods do not interact. The lights out is
at 10:00 p.m.
Juvenile Institution Core training has been mandated by the State of California
for all staff. Areas covered include legal requirements and ethical issues. BCJH
staff are trained in motivational interviewing, suicide prevention, and drug
abuse/prevention.
All-in-all, the 2013-2014 Grand Jury was impressed with the way that BCJH is
managed and found the staff to be dedicated to the health and well-being of the
juveniles assigned to the facility.
Table Mountain School
BCOE operates the court school, TMS, within BCJH. The average length of stay at
this setting is 21 school days. School is in session year round, and often the
students are below grade level academically. Emphasis is on core curriculum with
the focus on learning, as opposed to just passing a test. Students are required to
prepare an electronic portfolio to set behavioral goals. In addition, career
technical classes are made available to these students.
There is a maximum of 20 students in each classroom. There is no student
contact between different classrooms. Teachers move between classrooms to
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provide instruction. There are three full-time teachers and four teacher aides. All
teachers and aides are trained in weaponless defense.
Since TMS students are frequently truant at their home schools, school records
can be difficult to assemble. When students leave BCJH, school records of their
work are forwarded to their home school, but counseling records are available
only to qualified counselors.
Student transitions both into and out of TMS are particularly difficult. When two
new para-professionals are added to the staff this year, they will work as
transition specialists. Collaboration between school districts and the BCPD is
essential to helping students succeed when they return home.
Upon entrance, students receive a personal letter from the principal and are
required to write a response. This is used in the analysis as to where the
education program should begin. The first 3 days of the student’s stay are
devoted to the process of evaluation and placement of the student so his/her
learning situation will be most effective. Students who do not speak English are
assisted personally rather than as part of a group.
Students at TMS receive core curriculum, with a major emphasis on reading,
writing, and math. Students have an opportunity to participate in The Writing
Exchange where they exchange poetry and prose with Sacramento and Fresno
juvenile hall students. This is an on-line blog process. The students enter their
blog on a computer but a teacher transmits the student’s writing. Access to
computer use is tightly controlled.
In addition to the core curriculum, there are several other programs. The
Craving, Identification and Management (CIM) program is one. This helps
students to identify a potential drug and/or risk factor, manage the temptation,
and to overcome the addiction. Teachers and instructional aides work as
transition specialists to help provide consistency and direction in this area.
Another program helps model responsible behavior for girls. It is referred to as
Forward Thinking and is gender specific. Students also receive Aggression
Replacement Training (ART) instruction when it is deemed appropriate.
Another program includes kitchen staff training where a Safe Serve Certificate
can be earned. During the visit, the school was going through a construction
modification that will include an area where students may learn welding. A Butte
Community College instructor will teach the welding program.
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Students from TMS often enter their poems and stories in Poetry 99 and Fiction
59 contests that are sponsored by Chico News and Review. In 2013, three student
stories made the Fiction 59 issue. Two came from one student and another from a
second student. Three other students also won Honorable Mentions in the Poetry
99 contest. All of the winning entries were printed in the Chico News & Review.
Grand Jurors interviewed two TMS students. A female student stated that she
loved the educational program and would welcome more classes. She felt safe and
liked having three good meals a day. She was looking forward to getting her high
school diploma and planned to continue her education at Butte Community
College.
A male student shared that this was his second time as a student at TMS and that
this was a turning point in his life. He feels better about himself, is more
confident about his future, and states he has “learned some very valuable survival
techniques.” He said he liked the teachers and staff, and was sincere and
straightforward during the interview.
Students at TMS have an opportunity to prepare for and take the General
Education Development (GED) test. All 15 students who took the GED last year
passed. This year a new, more comprehensive GED test has been implemented by
the state; one TMS student has already passed it. Students who have passed the
GED are still enrolled in classes until they earn a high school diploma.
Students who complete their high school academic requirements at BCJH receive
a diploma from TMS. Those students who have diplomas are encouraged to
enroll in Butte Community College on-line courses, which require the student to
sit one-on-one with an instructional aide while on the computer. Once a student
has completed high school requirements, and in preparation for continuing
education after incarceration, a BCPD staff member may escort him/her to Butte
Community College where the student can register for classes.
While few juvenile hall schools in the state are accredited, TMS is on track to
achieve accreditation in the near future. The educational staff appears to be
totally committed and consider themselves to be on a winning team.
The Grand Jury applauds the efforts and dedication of the education staff at TMS
as well as the BCJH staff for their efforts to guide and encourage students to
become productive citizens upon release.
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FINDINGS
F1

The Grand Jury found BCJH has a highly structured environment and a
dedicated staff.

F2 The Grand Jury was impressed with educational and social development
opportunities available to the juveniles.
F3 BCOE/TMS has an established partnership with Butte Community College
to provide opportunities for students to enroll and earn college credits.
F4 BCJH has a Boys and Girls Club.
F5 The educational curriculum at TMS combines core classes with programs
that identify and reinforce positive social skills.
F6 The TMS staff is highly committed to helping students achieve success in
school and in their future lives beyond incarceration.
F7 Students have the opportunity to share stories and poems with incarcerated
students in other areas of the state.
RECOMMENDATIONS
None
RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
•

Butte County Board of Supervisors: A response to Findings F1, F2, and F4

•

Butte County Office of Education Superintendent: A response to Finding F2,
F3, and F5 through F7

The Grand Jury invites the following individuals to respond:
•

Butte County Probation Department: A response to Findings F1, F2, and F4

•

Table Mountain School Principal: A response to Findings F2, F3, and F5
through F7
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DISCLAIMER: This report was issued by the Grand Jury with the exception of a
juror who is a former employee of the Butte County Juvenile Hall. This grand
juror was excluded from all parts of the investigation, including interviews,
deliberations, and the writing and approval of this report.
The governing body indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.

Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929
requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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2013-2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
CITY OF CHICO FINANCES
SUMMARY
This Chico Finances Report is a follow-up to the 2012-2013 Grand Jury
investigation. Research for last year’s report was completed before the magnitude
of the City of Chico’s (City) financial problems was widely recognized. As more
information has surfaced, it is now clear that Chico’s financial picture is worse
than originally thought. The City’s deficit is over $15 million.
The ongoing financial recovery has been painful for City employees, with an
administrative restructuring taking place. Chico has suffered two major layoffs.
Whole departments have been eliminated, staffing for public safety (police and
fire) has been reduced, street tree and park maintenance is virtually non-existent,
and cultural programs which helped make the City a tourist destination have
been severely cut or eliminated.
Although money was charged to questionable accounts and account balances
were shifted back and forth to make them look healthier than they really were,
independent auditors did not find evidence that anyone personally profited, or
that any crimes were committed.
The citizens of Chico now want to know what happened to cause these very large
deficits. It is easy to blame the current city manager for the massive layoffs.
However, the financial problems go back many years and spring in part from the
council-manager government structure. The City of Chico is on life support, but
appears to have turned a corner. The new City Manager and his staff bring a
realistic perspective on tackling the City’s financial problems and have restored
transparency in the City’s operations.

GLOSSARY
Budget–City of Chico Annual Budget
City–City of Chico
City Council or Council–City Council of the City of Chico
City Manager–City of Chico City Manager
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Council-Manager–A form of government in which the city council establishes
law and policy, and the city manager handles day-to-day management
County Budget–Butte County Adopted Budget, 2013-2014
Management team–Refers to the City Manager, Assistant City Manager,
Finance Director, City Attorney, and occasionally the Human Resources Director
between the years 2008 and 2012
RDA–Redevelopment Agency
Upper level City staff–Refers to the City Manager, Assistant City Manager,
Finance Director, City Attorney and/or various City Department Heads

BACKGROUND
The City of Chico was incorporated in 1872 and encompasses over 33 square
miles. Chico is the largest city in Butte County with a population of just under
90,000 people or approximately 40 percent of Butte County’s 221,000 citizens. A
seven-member City Council governs the City. Under Chico’s council-manager
system, Council members are elected to 4-year terms of office. Terms are
staggered with elections held every 2 years. The Mayor is selected by a majority of
the City Council and serves a 2-year term. Council members, who are part-time,
modestly paid citizens, hire a professionally trained City Manager.
The Council also forms liaison committees of three members each to deal with
internal, intergovernmental, and financial matters. For example, the Finance
Committee meets with the City Manager and City staff on a variety of fiscal
matters and circulates monthly reports to the full Council on the City’s financial
health.
The City Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the City. He/she
is also responsible for the hiring and firing of all city employees, with the
exception of the City Attorney and the City Clerk, who report directly to the City
Council (see Appendix A).1
Daily operation of the city and fiscal matters other than passing a budget are
typically left to the City Manager and the management staff. A level of trust and
transparency between the Council and the City Manager is essential. Without the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1
From 1995 until 2012, the City Clerk reported to the City Manager. This was changed by voters
in 2012 to keep the office independent of City Administration and to assure City Clerk loyalty to
the elected officials he/she serves.
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proper checks and balances in place and continued oversight, the City Manager
and administration can overstep their boundaries and compromise the councilmanager separation of powers.
Under the council-manager government structure, the city manager has a
powerful role. The council must trust and rely on the city manager for accurate
information.

APPROACH
The Grand Jury performed the following activities:
• Conducted numerous interviews with current and former City administrators
and staff, Council members, and private citizens;
• Reviewed City of Chico documents, including budget information, the 20122013 City Financial Report, various City Council memos, staff notes, Council
and committee minutes and PowerPoint presentations;
• Observed on-line City Council meetings;
• Analyzed information in local news articles, editorials, and web sites.

DISCUSSION
The announcement of layoffs in spring 2013 came as a big surprise to city
employees and those citizens of Chico who follow local government. The country
was in the middle of a major recession, and it was feared that major cutbacks
would continue throughout Butte County and the state. However, from media
accounts of City Council meetings and statements made by councilmembers,
citizens who follow local government were led to believe that the City of Chico
was somehow exempt. It would need only to make a few minor adjustments;
there definitely would be no layoffs.
As will be discussed later in this report, The General Fund (which covers
employees’ salaries and benefits, as well as operating expenses and other costs)
legally must be balanced at the end of each year. There is much greater leeway
with other funds. The City’s troubles began by borrowing from those “other”
funds.
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Chico’s financial house of cards collapsed in July 2013. In order to balance the
budget, the City, facing what was then a structural deficit of over $15 million2,
eliminated 19 positions. This was followed in November by additional layoffs of
10 positions,
when it was
discovered that
the debt was
actually $24
million2 (see
Figure 1). To
make matters
worse, the Council
found it necessary
to budget an
additional $1.5
million for each of
the next 10 years,
to reimburse and
FIGURE 1 - Source: PowerPoint presentation to the City Council by the City balance the
Manager in January,2013, to identify structural deficits facing the City.
various
overdrawn funds.
The financial path taken by the City had many twists and turns. From 2007 to
2013, events unfolded as follows:
•

In 2007, various City funds were already running deficits of $6 million
because expenses were greater than revenues. Warnings were given by the
City Manager and meetings were held at both the Finance Committee and
City Council level. A plan was developed and conceptually approved in
December 2007. While there were efforts to curtail the drain on the General
Fund, the Grand Jury has found no evidence that this plan made a
significant difference.

•

A major recession began in the United States. People were laid off, homes
were foreclosed, and property values plummeted. This depressed private
development activity in the City and fees collected plummeted.

•

Property values declined; property tax revenue decreased.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2
All deficit amounts are approximate and fluctuate.
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•

People were not purchasing goods and services. Sales tax revenues, which
accounted for 41 percent of General Fund revenue, diminished.

•

An early retirement program was put into effect in 2008, but the savings to
the City were minimal and did little to stem the effects of the City’s cash flow
problems.

•

During 2010 and 2011, the City did not make any meaningful adjustments to
offset losses; thus the deficits continued to grow.

•

Payments from the State of California decreased, and the Governor ended
the Chico Redevelopment Agency (RDA) program and stopped all State
payments. The City had several RDA projects, and many staff members
continued to charge time to those projects.

•

The City joined a lawsuit brought by a group of cities to fight the dissolution
of the RDA program but did not make any backup plans on how to proceed if
the lawsuit failed (the lawsuit failed).

•

With the elimination of the RDA program, the City needed either to reduce
its personnel costs or charge those costs to other City funds.

•

“Creative accounting” (borrowing from and shifting money between
enterprise funds) continued to prop up accounts, and the deficits continued
to grow;

•

In 2012, a new utility user tax on cellular phone use was challenged and put
on the ballot. This tax would have been similar to a tax the City currently has
on landline use. The ballot measure ultimately failed at the polls, and the
City lost a potential $900,000+ in annual revenue.

•

In fall 2012, a new City Manager, hired from outside Chico, took a fresh look
at the City’s finances. The Council was presented with a new perspective on
the City’s economic health, and it did not look good. There were deficits in
the millions of dollars in various funds; Chico was on the verge of
bankruptcy.

•

The new City Manager brought in new leadership. An audit was initiated,
and the true nature of the financial problem was presented to the Council.

•

A structural deficit of over $15 million was identified. In an effort to stop the
deficit from growing, a new budget was prepared, and a new plan to bring
the City back to solvency was developed. Personnel layoffs were part of the
plan.
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•

The first round of layoffs was in July 2013, when several positions were
eliminated and 19 employees were laid off.

•

In November 2013, additional deficits were discovered, bringing the total to
approximately $24 million. A second round of layoffs eliminated another 10
positions.

•

An independent audit of the City’s finances was undertaken. On December
17, 2013, the Council approved a $15.2 million deficit mitigation plan that
provides a mechanism to reduce deficit balances over a 10-year period. To
accomplish this, the City will have to pay $1.5 million per year directly from
the City’s General Fund to the deficit accounts.3

•

The independent auditors’ report, presented to the City Council on March
25, 2014, showed the following:
o

The deficits of funds 862 (Private Development) and 400 (Capital
Projects) were moved to the General Fund;

o

To prevent the issuance of an unqualified or negative opinion on the
city’s financial status, the city was forced to recognize $13.1 million in
debt in immediate obligation of the General Fund (funds 862 and 400);

o

The City depleted its emergency reserves and plunged the General Fund
into a nearly $8 million deficit;

o

The aforementioned $1.5 million per year will be used to pay down the
debt of the General Fund and other obligations.

The Grand Jury began its investigation with little knowledge of the City’s
budgeting process. Budgeting is complex, to say the least. The Grand Jury had
much to learn.
The City of Chico, like every other government entity, goes through a budgeting
process each year where it projects expected income (assets) against expected
expenditures (liabilities). This procedure is quite complex and involves multiple
departments and multiple funds.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report; June 30, 2013; page 60
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The General Fund
The General Fund
determines a city’s financial
health and legally must be
balanced each year. The
majority of City employees
are paid from General Fund
monies. City revenues
including property, sales, and
utility taxes, as well as
various license fees are
deposited into the General
Fund (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 – Source: City of Chico FY 2013-2014 Budget

Although the City experienced minor deficits in prior fiscal years, there had been
a steep downward trend in General Fund revenue since 2001 (see Figure 3).
This led to a downhill spiral of the City’s financial health. This occurs when
revenues are unable to keep up with the community’s demand for services over
several succeeding years, and when reserve funds also are not adequate to sustain
the demand.
To correct these fiscal
problems, the City
management and City
Council have the following
choices: (1) reduce City
services; (2) reduce City
staff; and/or (3) significantly
increase revenues, i.e.,
increase property, sales, and
utility taxes. None of these
choices is desirable.
FIGURE 3 — Source: City of Chico Finance Committee meeting,
October 22, 2007
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Salaries
Annual salaries and benefits represent the largest expenditure of the City’s
General Fund budget. In the 2013-2014 City General Fund budget, salaries and
benefits amounted to approximately $36.4 million, or about 80 percent (Figure
4).
While General Fund
revenues were declining, the
average citywide salary was
on the rise. Chico City
budgets show that from
2006 through 2012, most
upper management
positions received
substantial increases in
salary.
The City staff took a 5
FIGURE 4 - Source: City of Chico FY 2013-2014 Budget
percent reduction in 2011
and another 0.2 percent
reduction in 2012 amid tough bargaining sessions. In reality, some management
employees, who were already making considerably more than hourly staff,
continued to receive
substantial increases.
As an example, 15 top
management and
administrative staff
positions earned total
salaries in 2006 of
$1.4 million (see
Figure 5). By 2010,
this had risen to $1.8
million, an increase of
22.4 percent. In 2011,
the City
Administration and
the City Council
imposed a 5 percent

FIGURE 5 - Source: Annual salary information from public record.
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reduction in salaries, which brought the cumulative total for this group of 15
down to $1.7 million, still 19.6 percent higher than the amount paid in 2006.
Even with more reductions in 2012, the total was $1.6 million, which is 15 percent
higher than in 2006.
Not all positions within the City, however, received the increases shown in this
sampling of administrative salaries during the 2010-2011 time period. Grand
Jurors were informed that certain employees in the City were singled out for
position reclassifications, which amounted to an increase in salary. However,
duties did not change significantly. This was done internally and approved by the
City Manager and appears to be questionable.
Public Safety salaries also increased. The Chico Fire Department in 2006-2007
negotiated a 6-year contract starting with a 5 percent salary increase, followed by
4 percent annual increases. While locked into a long-term contract with the Fire
Department, the rank and file employees were asked to take a pay cut to help
stem the effects of the recession. Animosity and overall morale are affected when
general departments are asked to take a 5 percent cut while another department
is receiving a 4 percent annual increase.
Chico’s firefighters, among the highest paid in the State, average over $99,000
per worker, and, together with the Police Department, constitute 91 percent 0f
the City’s salary and benefits expenses. Every Fire Department employee may
volunteer for overtime. Employees working overtime may perform any job for
which they are
qualified—whether
at, above, or below
their pay grade.
These employees are
compensated at their
normal pay rate, even
if the job they are
covering is normally
paid at a lower rate.
The graph (Figure 6)
illustrates that the
City’s overall payroll
expenses began

Figure 6 – Source: City’s Financial Management System by
calendar year (City of Chico Financial Review, 2013).
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decreasing each year as the number of employees decreased from a high of 406 in
2010 to approximately 335 in 2014, and with a pay cut in 2011-2012. The scale on
the left depicts the “Total Annual Employee Compensation” (salary and benefits).
The scale on the right depicts the “Average Annual Employee Compensation.”
The average employee compensation (salaries and benefits) did not decrease
significantly, with the average salary remaining above $100,000.
Enterprise and Fee Accounts
In addition to General Fund monies, the City has numerous enterprise fund and
fee accounts. Enterprise accounts, by definition, provide services based on fees
collected. Expenses charged to these accounts must have a direct connection to
the services.
Examples of enterprise accounts include:
•
•
•
•

Private Development (Fund 862);
Sewer (Fund 321);
Capital Projects (Fund 400);
Airport (Fund 856).

While the General Fund account has to be in balance at the end of each year,
enterprise funds and fee accounts do not. Often these accounts run deficits,
covering services with fees anticipated at a later date.

FIGURE 7 - Source: PowerPoint presentation to City Council by city
Manager in January 2013.
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indicates that since
2002, many of the
enterprise accounts
were consistently in
deficit (see Figure 7).
The Grand Jury
obtained data that
show the Private
Development Fund
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assesses fees for
providing planning
and development
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services, has had deficits from FY 2002-2003 through FY 2011-2012. Fiscal year
2007-2008 alone shows a deficit of almost $2 million. Note that each bar depicts
the deficit realized for that year with a cumulative total in 2012-2013 of -$9.2
million.
A deficit is not necessarily a bad thing, if it is temporary, and if the city has
adequate funds and reserves on hand to eventually pay its bills and meet all of its
obligations. For instance, if a major project like a sewer plant upgrade or
expansion is initiated, it is expected the Sewer Fund will be in deficit during
construction and until future hookup charges and ongoing fees are received.
Deficit spending cannot continue if there is no expectation of ongoing revenues.
The Capital Projects
Fund (400), for
example, was
dramatically reduced
after 2009, but
excessive overhead
costs, salaries and
benefits, continued to
be charged to the
fund.
The graph above
(Figure 8) depicts
available fund
revenues (bars relative
to left chart legend)
FIGURE 8 - Source: City of Chico presentation to the City Council.
versus the overheadallocated costs, based
on this revenue, compared to the actual overhead expended (lines relative to right
chart legend). As capital project revenues diminished, the overhead expenditures
continued to rise over allocated costs.
The Recession
In 2008, the nation sank into the worst recession since the Great Depression. In
Chico, along with the rest of Butte County, housing and development slowed
dramatically. When development stopped, business also stopped. Fee revenues,
housing and property values, and tax revenues also decreased.
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After 2008, the State of California reduced or eliminated revenues, payments,
and grants to cities. In 2010, the Governor ended California’s Redevelopment
Agency (RDA) program, which had been a windfall to cities and counties
throughout the State. The RDA program was instituted to fight urban blight and
encourage renewal. However, the program was costing the State of California
billions of dollars each year in subvention payments to schools to offset tax
revenue loss.
When the RDA program ended, it was a major blow to cities, including Chico,
which had invested millions of dollars in redevelopment projects. Several
administrative City departments had liberally charged expenses and salaries to
this fund; Public Works charged the most.
The recession of 2008 had a major effect on Chico’s financial condition. For
example:
•

Existing deficits continued to grow in many of the enterprise and fee funds;

•

There were major impacts to development, property, and sales tax revenues;

•

Expected revenue losses due to the elimination of the Chico RDA left capital
projects with no funding.

The City of Chico did not deal with any of these problems in a timely manner. The
City paid for a cost allocation plan to study various enterprise funds in March
2012 to see if revenues (fees) equaled expenditures. Grand Jurors were told that
the report was shelved and never presented to Council because it reflected over a
$2 million structural deficit. It is difficult to understand why Council was never
informed.
Also, there was no fallback position when the RDA funding cut was challenged in
court.4 In fact, the City Council continued business as usual on a variety of Public
Works projects.
City Management
As expenditures continued to outpace revenues, deficit numbers continued to
increase because of City management’s failure to act. During the 2008-2012
period when Chico’s debt grew from $6 million to over $15 million, the City
Manager’s decision was to not cut City service levels “no matter what.” Grand
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4
The League of California Cities (LOCC) and the California Redevelopment Agency (RDA)
sued the State, arguing that AB1X26 and AB1X27 violated Proposition 22.
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Jurors were told that the Finance Director continually relayed information to the
Management Team about the City’s fiscal condition, but the City Manager
refused to make the personnel adjustments that were needed. Apparently, the
City Manager believed or hoped that the economy would improve and that
deficits could be reduced or eliminated after the economy recovered.
To its credit, the City did implement a so-called volunteer retirement program
from 2008 to 2012. This program shifted personnel around but did little to cut
the total numbers of positions or to stop the debts from continuing to grow.
Vacant positions were eliminated through attrition, but this was too little too late.
In addition, the City also became liable for unbudgeted costs when employees
retire early, i.e., pension payments and the cost of “cashing out” vacation time.5
The Grand Jury interviewed over 20 people, some more than once, at all levels of
the City hierarchy. There is evidence indicating the true nature of the City’s
financial condition was discussed early on with the City Council. The Grand Jury
reviewed City Council Finance Committee presentations and minutes of the
meetings, which were provided to the full Council. These show that, as early as
June 5, 2007, 12 funds were in deficit.
In fact, in June 2007, the City Manager notified the City Council that he projected
there would be a $56 million budget deficit in 10 years if the Council did not take
action. The City Manager provided 54 options to the Council, including pay
freezes, sales tax increases, and retirement benefit changes to fix a structural
deficit caused by the City’s expenditures outpacing its revenues. “Our General
Fund is unable to support on an ongoing basis the level of service we currently
provide, as our costs accelerate faster than our revenues.”6
City Finance Committee meetings were held. The Council also held a series of
public hearings on the deficit to educate the public and to get input. As a result,
the City proposed a 10-year plan to address the deficit issues. Public response was
to “not rock the boat.” After reviewing the City Manager’s proposed
recommendations and public input, the Council compiled a list of proposed
suggestions and prioritized them.
In September 2007, the City Manager resigned to take a city manager position in
Hayward, and the Assistant City Manager was appointed to the position.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5
This means if employees retire early, the City must pay for any unfunded benefits.
6
City Manager’s Finance Committee Agenda Report, July 18, 2007
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The Council passed the General and Parks Funds Ten Year Financial Plan in
December 2007. Phase 1 was to immediately cut $2.6 million of the City’s deficit
per year. Phase 2 would bring additional service level budget items to the Finance
Committee in successive months. Phase 3 would address the structural
imbalance. However, the Grand Jury could find no evidence that its adoption
made any significant difference in the financial health of the City.
From December 2007 until the recession began to gain momentum in 2008, the
City failed to reduce spending, and the deficit increased. Plans were projected
and solutions discussed. The various deficits continued to increase because
proposed solutions did not directly address the problem. In April 2008, the City
had over 12 funds in a deficit position; by 2012, there were at least 19.
In the ensuing years after June, 2008, communication regarding City finances
between the City Manager and Council members deteriorated. On several
occasions, interview subjects quoted that the Finance Director had stated that
budgets and deficit numbers were “beyond the Council’s ability to grasp.” In
addition, references were made to a few Council members, as well as various
members of the public, who reportedly attempted to obtain budget numbers but
whose efforts were thwarted by one or more members of the Management team.
Based on the interviews, the Grand Jury believes that the City Council knew there
were financial issues but chose to accept information provided by the Finance
Director and City Manager that the problems were being dealt with. However,
Councilmembers did not have all of the facts in front of them when they needed
to make critical decisions and, therefore, never knew just how bad the financial
situation was. At the same time, the City Manager could not or would not make
the hard decisions necessary to control the deficits. Rather, he hoped that the
economy would pick up and the financial problems would not be exposed.
The Grand Jury found evidence that one or more members of the Management
Team withheld or filtered information. Certain Council members questioned the
lack of consistent budget information between 2008 and 2012 and the lack of
access to financial accounts. With information constantly changing, reports not
coming forth when requested, and an apparent lack of transparency between the
decision makers and management, the Grand Jury feels the City Council should
have taken a more aggressive position on finances.
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Without City management interacting and freely sharing information with
elected officials, the whole process of the electoral system of government fails. It
is imperative that the lines of communication stay open and that there is a clear
separation of responsibility between professional staff and elected policy makers.
Citizens eventually suffer from the failure to communicate. This leads to public
distrust and a lack of confidence.
Butte County began layoffs in 2009 when liabilities began to exceed revenues.
Positions in every County department were cut, and virtually every General Fund
program was affected. Chico, on the other hand, deferred major cuts until 2013.
Rather, the City of Chico drew on reserves and borrowed funds from fee and
enterprise accounts to prop up the General Fund. This created the huge deficits
that exist today. Unfortunately, the money was taken from funds maintained for
special use fees, and the deficits created must be paid back from the General
Fund.
Interviews revealed that upper management directed employees to charge out
portions of General Fund personnel costs to Fund 862, the Private Development
Fund, or to other enterprise funds. This policy was in practice for many years.
One former City Manager regularly told employees to charge payroll time to
enterprise funds, specifically the Chico RDA, as often as they could justify. This
allowed departments to show General Fund salary savings, which could be used
for other purposes.
It was also common practice, and seems to be legal, to shift money between
various accounts. For instance, if the Private Development Fund was overdrawn,
money could be temporarily transferred (borrowed) from the Sewer, Airport, or
any another fund. A record was kept of these transactions. The transactions went
unquestioned through several years of audits; apparently they were considered
legal for the purposes of balancing the General Fund budget.
The Grand Jury could not pinpoint the particular actions in which funds were
shifted between accounts, but interviews indicated that the former Finance
Director, with approval of the City Manager, controlled the transfers.
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As of FY 2012-2013, enterprise and fee accounts that were used to pay salaries
accumulated deficits totaling $17,113,870 (see Figure 9):
•

Airport Fund –
856
(-$1,028,582);

•

Capital Projects
Fund – 400
(-$2,519,741);

•

Park Fund – 332
(-$1,579,336);

•

Private
Development
Fund – 862
(-$9,184,065);

•

Sewer Fund – 321
(-$1,774,646);

•

Subdivisions Fund
– 863
(-$1,027,500).

Figure 9 — Source: Graph prepared from PowerPoint presentation
to City Council by City Manager on January 2013, to identify
structural deficits facing the City

Until the new City Manager arrived in 2012 and layoffs began in July 2013,
enterprise funds and reserves continued to be depleted each year in an effort to
balance the budget.
The Grand Jury understands why the present City Manager chose to replace his
top-level staff within his first year on the job. In order for a city manager to do
his/her job effectively, he needs a staff he can trust completely. Grand Jurors
were informed that the new City Manager did not receive support from sitting
management, received false or incomplete information, was excluded from
meetings, and was misrepresented or falsely quoted to subordinate staff. These
actions were intended to undermine his position, credibility, and acceptance by
the Council, the rank and file employees, and the citizens of the City of Chico.
The City Attorney, as counsel to the City Council, was also a member of the City
budget team and attended most meetings when budget policy was discussed. The
Grand Jury believes that because the City Attorney was working closely with the
City Manager and the Finance Director, she should have been aware of the City’s
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financial situation. The City Attorney is hired by and reports to the City Council,
not the City Manager, and has a responsibility to challenge City staff in order to
protect the Council. It appears as if she was taking directions from the City
Manager rather than the Council. The Grand Jury could not determine why, as
the City’s legal counsel, she did not step forward.
Under the original City Charter, the City Clerk was also hired by and reported to
the City Council. However, the voters changed the organizational structure in
1995, through a Charter Amendment, to make the City Clerk report to the City
Manager. In 2012, voters restored the original structure, and the City Clerk again
reports to the City Council.
Before the 2012 election, the City Clerk participated in meetings with department
heads supposedly “representing the Council” but taking orders and direction
from the City Manager. This placed the City Clerk in the extremely awkward
position of having to deal with conflicting directives. In this case, the City
Council’s best interests may very well have been compromised. The Grand Jury
applauds the City Council for putting this issue back on the ballot in 2012, and
applauds Chico voters for correcting the error.
As to what caused the City of Chico’s financial crisis, the Grand Jury concluded:
•

Inflated salary and benefits clearly outpaced revenues;

•

Fees charged by the various enterprise funds did not cover costs of the
services provided;

•

The major City revenue source (sales, property, utility, etc. taxes) decreased
due to a major recession, and enterprise accounts were used inappropriately
to balance the General Fund to sustain the salary structure and make up the
differences in City expenses;

•

The City Administration failed to provide the necessary pertinent
information to Council to make the difficult decisions pertaining to staffing
reductions and other adjustments that were needed.

The combination of an economic recession and poor — or no — management
actions cost Chico dearly. The impact will be felt for at least the next 10 years.
Had the City Council and Management Team made timely and prudent decisions,
they might have averted the huge debt now looming over the City.
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FINDINGS
F1

The Grand Jury found no evidence of illegal activity on the part of Chico City
management.

F2 Budget cuts required that the City eliminate positions and lay off 29
employees in 2013.
F3 A council-manager model of governing lends itself to potential problems.
F4 The City Council failed in its responsibility to oversee the actions of the
Management Team and allowed it to frame its own agenda.
F5 During the years 2008-2012, the City of Chico’s upper level management
failed to share complete and accurate information with Council members.
F6 Some Council members believed that financial information presented to
them was accurate.
F7

With respect to finances and structural deficits, it appears that the prior City
Manager abdicated his responsibility and allowed the Finance Director to
take charge.

F8 The Grand Jury found no evidence of wrongdoing for personal gain, but
questions how salary increases and enhanced pension benefits were granted
to selected employees.
F9 Enterprise accounts were manipulated and used to shore up the General
Fund.
F10 Council members were aware that the City was in a deficit condition as far
back as 2007.
F11 Salaries and benefits consume over 80 percent of the General Fund budget.
F12 The largest portion of General Fund expenditures is for Public Safety (police
and fire).
F13 A firefighter who works overtime in a position classified at a pay rate lower
than his/her own position is paid at the higher rate.
F14 Park and cultural programs, which helped make the City a tourist
destination, have been severely cut or eliminated.
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F15 The new City Manager has initiated an open dialog with the City Council,
restoring transparency to government operations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 The City Manager and the City staff should work together to make
information more transparent to the City Council and the general public.
R2 The Grand Jury recommends that the City Council and City Manager work
together to develop a plan to rehire lost staff when funds become available,
instead of contracting out for services.
R3 The City Manager or his delegates should provide orientation and training to
familiarize all new Council members with how the City is governed. This
should occur every 2 years, in January, following an election. In addition, the
Grand Jury encourages current Council members to attend these sessions to
reorient themselves with the policies and procedures of the City.
R4 The City should look into the high cost of employees’ salary and benefit
packages and make adjustments in future contracts and hiring.
R5 The City should establish a policy for overtime compensation that ties the
rate paid to the work being performed.
R6 The City should continue to invest in its parks, art, and cultural programs to
the extent possible.
R7 The City should implement procedures assuring that when enterprise and
fee funds are temporarily transferred to other accounts, a documented
repayment plan is in place.
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RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
• City Council of the City of Chico: A response to Findings F4 through F6, F8
through F10, and F13 through F15 and Recommendations R1 through R7.
• City Manager of the City of Chico: A response to Findings F3, F9, and F13
through F15 and Recommendations R1 through R7.

The governing body indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929
requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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ASSESSMENT DISTRICT ADMIN
CAPITAL GRANTS/REIMBURSEMENTS
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Fund 307
Fund 308
Fund 309
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Fund 342
Fund 343
Fund 344
Fund 345
Fund 347
Fund 348
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Fund 850
Fund 851
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TREASURY
GENERAL
PARK
EMERGENCY RESERVE

Fund 000
Fund 001
Fund 002
Fund 003

CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH

CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH

CASH
CASH

CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH

CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH

41,816.60
2,886,683.35
1,090,120.81
2,001,622.36
(183,649.09)

295,536.33
24,853.38
310,366.81
(851,461.48)
721,030.43
391,915.13
1,517,617.20
594,786.39
1,727,143.24
4,565,592.18
1,563,718.58
196,250.87
1,291,103.87
1,047,895.91
278,497.56
8,438,872.28
1,797,421.37
145,212.39
998,067.27
(1,811,713.23)
362,050.09
1,338,487.30
(1,294,197.10)
(2,505,864.36)
388,893.71
164,202.12
197,205.64
69,804.91
(48,426.30)
55,347.90
749,731.95
(208,035.65)

(12,278.83)
1,116,112.43

5,308.18
47,187.38
(86,117.45)
(260,741.83)
198,802.14
(153,063.90)

(4,658,351.78)
3,588,951.62
100,869.48
5,568,152.29
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ZONE B NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE C NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE D & E NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE F & G NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE I NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE J NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
CAPITAL PROJECTS
SEWER
WPCP CAPITAL RESERVE
PARKING REVENUE
AIRPORT
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TRANSPORTATION
ABANDON VEHICLE ABATEMENT
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ASSET FORFEITURE
ASSESSMENT DISTRICT ADMIN
CAPITAL GRANTS/REIMBURSEMENTS
BUILDING/FACILITY IMPROVEMENT
PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGES
BIKEWAY IMPROVEMENT
IN LIEU OFFSITE IMPROVEMENT
GAS TAX
STREET FACILITY IMPROVEMENT
STORM DRAINAGE FACILITY
CASH
CASH
CASH
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CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
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CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
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CASH
CASH
CASH
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CASH
CASH
CASH
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City of Chico
Cash (Object 10000)
As of 6/30/07, 6/30/12 6/30/13

1,162,240.46
(529,854.43)
1,440,813.47
737,126.55
152,539.74
(269,126.80)
1,605,453.99
(1,604,336.47)
195,945.94
1,434,234.18
(1,143,470.78)
(1,947,867.39)
1,065,305.38
198,615.35
246,883.59
79,431.49
20,190.55
243,934.91
290,240.68
(167,369.65)
229,439.96
(920,765.57)
4,902,017.40
3,588,112.83
768,789.10
(774,458.47)

(4,904,032.55)
(3,744,340.76)
113,214.17
5,589,542.07
40,426.42
(46,587.48)
19,525.34
(104,872.51)
(56,964.39)
94,638.14
(781,687.90)
348,313.43
(20,468.00)
(270,495.97)
281,941.56
50,119.61
88,748.99
115,504.89
(727,767.51)
675,748.32
648,455.57
(24,428.28)
121,618.65
(1,049,212.10)
(917,678.24)
294,128.92

Balance at 6/30/12
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SEWER MAIN INSTALLATION
SEWER LIFT STATIONS
COMMUNITY PARK
BIDWELL PARK LAND ACQUISITION
LINEAR PARKS/GREENWAYS
STREET MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
FIRE PROTECTION BLDG & EQUIP
POLICE PROTECTION BLDG & EQUIP
ZONE A NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE B NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE C NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE D & E NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE F & G NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE I NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
ZONE J NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
CAPITAL PROJECTS
SEWER
WPCP CAPITAL RESERVE
PARKING REVENUE
AIRPORT
PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT DEBT

ASSET FORFEITURE
ASSESSMENT DISTRICT ADMIN
CAPITAL GRANTS/REIMBURSEMENTS
BUILDING/FACILITY IMPROVEMENT
PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGES
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GAS TAX
STREET FACILITY IMPROVEMENT
STORM DRAINAGE FACILITY
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CASH
CASH
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CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH
CASH

1,014,807.79
(559,778.87)
1,791,675.16
(340,531.76)
154,416.43
(247,754.78)
1,891,897.60
(1,569,421.47)
239,793.32
1,457,076.98
(1,105,031.49)
(1,815,655.78)
1,133,605.37
208,226.35
258,999.75
79,431.49
21,122.71
279,353.79
347,439.65
(167,369.65)
295,996.30
(3,048,454.62)
9,525,639.56
5,229,960.83
640,209.33
(1,044,710.01)
(9,305,808.25)

102,977.84
115,243.50
(905,699.94)
210,290.12
514,032.15
(145,889.25)
(2,362.81)
(987,355.20)
(406,874.46)
258,483.38

(5,588,482.09)
(2,967,320.23)
155,957.47
5,497,271.63
40,510.08
(44,044.49)
166,065.51
(32,100.20)
(288,901.09)
121,938.14
(307,407.10)
449,457.05
(18,826.87)
(222,227.35)
298,765.19

Balance at 6/30/13
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
FEATHER RIVER RECREATION AND PARK DISTRICT
SUMMARY
Poor management and unsound fiscal practices caused the serious problems
facing the Feather River Recreation and Park District (FRRPD). Three previous
Grand Jury reports, along with numerous newspaper articles and letters to the
editor, put the FRRPD Boards of Directors on notice. There was widespread
public outrage as the District took on a sky-high debt load.
In FRRPD’s response to the 2011-2012 Grand Jury report, the Board of Directors
appeared not to grasp the severity of their financial difficulties. The response
stated that the Board was “exploring all options available to it, including loan
restructuring, additional borrowing, and grant and bond applications [emphasis
provided].”
Thanks to the efforts of an interim General Manager in late 2012, the District was
set on a better path. A new General Manager with the education, experience, and
temperament needed to continue that progress was hired in May 2013.
The General Manager has directed a top-to-bottom reorganization. Subordinate
managers are now responsible for their own programs and budgets. New and
innovative classes and seminars are being added; the pre-school is operating at or
near capacity. The District is taking action to repair and upgrade the parks,
neglected for far too long.
Overshadowing the District’s accomplishments, however, is its $4 million debt.
The total debt service payment required for Fiscal Year (FY) 2013-2014 amounts
to nearly $600,000. In June 2015, monthly payments for the Activity Center
alone will increase from $23,262 per month to $42,586. If no corrective action is
taken, in two years the annual debt service will jump to $825,000, a 40 percent
increase.
This massive debt has overtaken the District’s ability to fulfill its mission of
providing quality parks and recreational facilities. As noted in the most recent
audit, unless FRRPD is able to generate additional revenue and renegotiate its
debt, the District’s prospects for survival are doubtful.
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GLOSSARY
Board or Board of Directors – Board of Directors of the Feather River
Recreation and Park District
Debt load – The amount of debt that a person, company, or country has,
especially in relation to their ability to pay it back
Debt service – The cash that is required for a particular time period to cover the
repayment of interest and principal on a debt
District or FRRPD – Feather River Recreation and Park District
General Manager – General Manager of the Feather River Recreation and Park
District
LAFCO – Butte County Local Agency Formation Commission
Performance review – The objective examination of a program, function,
operation or the management systems and procedures to assess whether the
entity is achieving economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of available
resources
Separation of duties: The breaking down of tasks that might reasonably be
completed by a single individual into multiple tasks so that no one person is
solely in control

BACKGROUND
The 2013-2014 Butte County Grand Jury conducted a follow-up inquiry to the
Grand Jury reports of 2005-2006, 2006-2007, and 2011-2012 regarding FRRPD.
Those reports were highly critical of the District in a number of areas, and the
various Grand Juries made many recommendations to resolve those issues.
The Grand Jury of 2006-2007 found that District documents such as the Policies
and Procedures and Employee Handbooks were out of date and needed
immediate revision. It also noted that “the General Manager and Board have not
provided long term financial planning for the District.” The same Grand Jury
report recommended that the District develop a long-term financial plan,
covering at least five years, before October 2007.
The Grand Jury report of 2011-2012 determined that the “Board and
management of FRRPD [had] not given priority to the resolution of their
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financial issues,” and that they had “lost the support and trust of the people of the
District.” The financial issues threatening the future of the District were of the
highest priority in the 2011-2012 report. Again, the Grand Jury recommended
that the Board adopt a financial plan.
At the heart of the financial problems was the extended lack of experienced,
knowledgeable, and consistent leaders, particularly those with financial expertise,
at both the Board and management levels. Deficiencies in planning, budgeting,
and accounting were the norm. The results were high turnover; reduced income
from District programs; inadequate use of some funding sources; and
deterioration of the District’s parks, facilities, and the Activity Center itself.
The focus of the current investigation was to determine if the shortfalls – in
particular the financial problems – identified in previous Grand Jury reports had
been corrected.	
  	
  

APPROACH
The Grand Jury approached this investigation by:
•

Reviewing Grand Jury Reports and FRRPD responses for 2005-2006, 20062007, and 2011-2012;

•

Reviewing past and current Board agendas and meeting minutes;

•

Interviewing members of the current Board of Directors;

•

Interviewing FRRPD administrators and supervisors;

•

Interviewing financial and accounting consultants;

•

Attending meetings of the Board of Directors, Board Standing Committees,
and a planning workshop;

•

Reviewing job descriptions and employee files;

•

Analyzing financial data and reports;

•

Following proceedings of the Benefit Assessment District Citizens Oversight
Committee;

•

Reviewing the FRRPD Policies & Procedures Handbook, the Employee
Handbook, and the Draft Park and Recreation Master Plan, April 2009;
adopted by Board Resolution 1153-11 in April 2011;
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•

Reviewing applicable sections of the California Code, the Landscape and
Lighting Act of 1972, Benefit Assessment District Engineer’s Reports,
Municipal Service Review Update and Sphere of Influence Plan (LAFCO),
and Parks, Progress, and Public Policy: A Legislative History of Senate Bill
707;

•

Reviewing the 2012-2013 Matson and Isom audit report dated February 7,
2014;

•

Visiting FRRPD parks and facilities.

DISCUSSION
FRRPD was formed in 1952 to provide recreation and park services to the City of
Oroville and its surrounding communities. The District spans 730 square miles,
ranging from the valley floor to the mountains. District recreation areas and
facilities are as follows:
•

Bangor Park

•

Bedrock Park and Amphitheater

•

Bedrock Skate and Bike Park and Tennis Courts

•

Berry Creek Park

•

Feather Falls

•

Feather River Activity Center

•

Feather River Parkway

•

Forbestown Park/Community Center

•

Honcut Area Park

•

Martin Luther King, Jr. Park

•

Gary Nolan Sports Complex

•

Nelson Sports Complex

•

Palermo Park

•

Playtown USA Park

•

Riverbend Park
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District operations are funded through a number of revenue sources:
Property taxes comprise 61 percent of the District’s income. Payments are
received in April and December, making it somewhat difficult to manage monthly
cash flow for payroll and accounts receivables.
Program income, 30 percent of FRRPD’s revenue, comes from child care services,
recreation and sports, gymnastics, and fitness, dance and special interest classes.
The District is increasing the number of classes and recreational activities in
order to draw a wider audience and increase program income.
The balance of the Districts revenues comes from the following sources:
•

Grants from the state’s Special Benefit Fund, which compensate for the loss
of property tax revenue following the construction of Oroville Dam;

•

Impact fees, which are assessed on new construction in the unincorporated
area and are used for the acquisition and development/construction of
parks, community centers, and swimming pools;

•

Benefit assessments, which came into being as a result of the shifting of local
property tax revenue to the state. Proposition 218, approved in 1996,
authorizes benefit assessments to provide funding for park services,
maintenance, and improvements. FRRPD’s benefit assessment proposal was
approved by local voters in July 2002.

Parks and Facilities
Maintaining 131 fully developed acres of parklands and facilities is a daunting
task. Currently there are three full-time and one part-time maintenance workers.
In contrast, the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) recommends
that a District of FRRPD’s size have eight maintenance workers. However, the
District does hire seasonal workers for the summer when park and facility use is
the heaviest.
Most of the parks are in poor shape, although the District is working to improve
them. The FRRPD was established in 1952, and the buildings, facilities, and
equipment are aging. Some of the facilities, such as the pool at the Nelson Sports
Complex and the dock at the pond in Riverbend Park, need major repairs before
the public can use them again. Park maintenance and budgeting of reserve funds
for capital improvement projects, depreciation, and contingencies were deferred
over the years, while the parks and recreation system continued to deteriorate.
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Vandalism is also a serious and costly problem at many of the District’s parks. At
present there are no security cameras. Maintenance workers spend one-fourth of
their time repairing or replacing vandalized park grounds and facilities, like
broken restroom fixtures, baseball and soccer fields torn up by joy-riding drivers,
and drains packed with rocks. The General Manager and the Board recognize that
security cameras would aid in deterring vandalism.
Members of the Board of Directors are always willing to pitch in and do whatever
is needed. In addition, volunteers are a valuable resource:
•

In December 2013 the General Manager invited the community to join the
Board of Directors on a tour of the parks. It is hoped that this will form the
foundation of an advisory committee to visit each park and identify repair
and maintenance needs.

•

Enlisting the support of community resources is one way to make repairs at
a minimal cost. For example, Northwest Lineman College trainees replaced
utility poles at Martin Luther King, Jr. Park.

•

The Adopt-A-Park program encourages community businesses and
organizations to sponsor park cleanup and maintenance.

•

Park stewards are FRRPD’s eyes and ears. Their presence helps deter
vandalism and other crimes. The park stewards are issued cards with
FRRPD phone numbers and are encouraged to report problems
immediately.

•

The Sheriff’s Work Alternative Program (SWAP) allows eligible offenders to
work under supervision, rather than serve time in jail. The Butte County
Probation department has similar programs.

•

The District does not currently use the services of students enrolled in parks
and recreation programs, but the idea is worth considering.

Management and Leadership
Grand Juries dating as far back as 2005-2006 have documented Board turmoil. The
high rate of turnover through elections, resignations, and appointments has had a
negative impact on the Board’s ability to plan and execute solutions to the
administrative, operational, and financial problems that have loomed for years.

There was a succession of General Managers holding that position from as little
as three months to less than a year, with interim managers filling in because of an
abrupt resignation or dismissal of a General Manager.
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The current Board consists of two directors who have served since FY 20052006, two directors elected in November 2012, and one appointee serving since
the resignation in 2013 of an elected director. There are no limits on the number
of terms a Board member may serve. Each member of the Board serves on a
standing committee, such as Finance, Parks, and Personnel. There is no limit on
the number of years a member may serve on a particular standing committee.
In late 2012, the Board hired an interim General Manager who provided
leadership and guidance to the Board until the current General Manager was
hired in May 2013. The General Manager holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Recreation
Administration and has been working in the recreation field since her teens. The
General Manager has continued with the guidance given to the Board before her
hiring. She is making significant headway in setting goals, reforming accounting
procedures, and developing staff. She champions fiscally sound budgeting and
fiscal accountability.
Record-keeping problems identified in earlier Grand Jury reports have largely
been corrected. A schedule for revising job descriptions has been implemented.
Employee files have been reviewed and corrected as necessary. Training and
background checks are up to date and properly documented. Employee files are
kept in a locked cabinet, accessible only to management.
The District’s web page is well designed and current. Special events and activities
are publicized. Board and committee meetings are advertised, and agendas and
minutes are included.
The General Manager emphasizes professionalism in the workplace, which has
contributed to an atmosphere of cooperation and teamwork. The recent goalsetting workshop exemplifies the constructive working relationship of the
General Manager and the Board.
The General Manager adheres to and seeks guidance from the standards and best
practices established by the California Parks and Recreation Society
(http://www.cprs.org/), and the National Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) (http://www.nrpa.org/).
Under the General Manager, the District’s operations have greatly improved.
However, the General Manager (and the Board) would benefit from the expertise
of a qualified financial professional who could provide direction in long-term
financial planning.
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Previous Grand Juries reported on turmoil among members of the Board and
members of the public. However, the current Grand Jury witnessed only positive
interactions during recent Board meetings.
The District’s Policies and Procedures Handbook describes, among other things,
the functions, duties, and responsibilities of the Board. Moreover, it states that
the Board alone is responsible for policy determination; policy execution is the
responsibility of the General Manager and other District personnel.
The handbook also states “Board members need to act in concert with their fellow
Board members as policy makers without usurping the functions of the General
Manager.”
It became apparent during meetings, however, that some individuals on the
Board are unaware of the separation of duties called for in the Policies and
Procedures Handbook. By overstepping their authority and interfering with the
General Manager’s duties, Board members have inadvertently created more work
for the General Manager. This kind of dysfunction hampers the execution of the
FRRPD’s mission.	
  
Finances	
  
Previous Grand Juries reported on the mishandling of financial affairs resulting
in the fiscal problems faced by the District today. It will be extremely difficult for
the District to pay off its debt and continue operations.
Until the August 2010, purchase of the Oroville Gymnastics Sports Academy
(now the FRRPD Activity Center), the District’s mission and priorities were
concerned with its parks and facilities. During that time, in order to maintain
operations, the District was granted an unsecured line of credit from Bank of the
West ($1 million in 2006, then revised to $2 million in 2007) and borrowed
$500,000 from U. S. Bank in 2009.
The purchase of the Activity Center, and, with it, the gymnastics and childcare
programs, was ill-advised and unsupported by a realistic projection of income
potential. There was no performance review of the operation to determine if it
was financially sustainable.
State law sets a limit on indebtedness for a recreation and park District: not more
than twice the amount of the preceding year’s property tax revenue. The debt
must be repaid within 10 years. For FY 2009-2010 the District’s legal
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indebtedness limit was approximately $3.138 million. In August 2010, the
District borrowed $3.12 million from Butte Community Bank1 at a 6.5 percent
interest rate, and $350 thousand from the City of Oroville, amounting to a total
indebtedness of $3.47 million for the purchase of the Activity Center.
With the monthly payment set to increase 83 percent in September 2013, the
loan was modified in October 2012 to the current repayment schedule, with the
interest rate remaining at 6.5 percent. Rather than develop a comprehensive plan
to address the debt, the Board approved the loan modification application,
apparently without a performance review to determine the impact the building
and its costs were having on the District’s financial picture.
Nearly $2.8 million is currently owed on the Activity Center alone. Payments are
due to increase in June 2015 from $23,261 a month to $42,586.
A financial analysis report was completed in March 2013 at the request of the
interim General Manager. The report called FRRPD’s continued existence into
question, if something was not done immediately to address its debt. The first
response to the predicament was to reduce expenses and increase income as
much as was achievable in the short term. With staffing cuts and a five percent
salary reduction, along with the associated expenses for retirement benefits
(seven percent), the payroll costs are projected to be $60,717 under budget for FY
2013-2014.
Legal expenses have been reduced substantially and are projected to be $60,000
under budget for the current fiscal year. Part of those savings funded the longoverdue purchase of equipment vital to the office and to park maintenance.
The Board eliminated the full-time finance manager position in May 2013. In
July, the General Manager hired and worked closely with a bookkeeper who has
expertise in QuickBooks™ accounting software. The General Manager contracted
for set-up and revision of the District’s books. The accounting system was
streamlined and is running smoothly. The contractor provided training to the
Board in fiscal management and the reading of financial reports. These services
have resulted in a projected overrun of $7,000 for outside accounting services.
Expenses for the outside contractor are expected to decline as the need lessens.
Financial accounting and reporting are clearer and reflect the District’s budget
and financial status more accurately.
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Despite the positive changes, the District is in a tight corner and has few options
to limit the impact of the debt load. By the end of the current fiscal year, the
District’s long-term liabilities will amount to nearly $3.7 million. The debt load
affects all other considerations: park maintenance, building of reserve accounts,
hiring of additional staff, and more.
Currently, the District is attempting to restructure the Activity Center loan with a
less onerous payment schedule. Those efforts may be ongoing through the
publication of this report. The effort is complicated by the legal requirement that
the loan be repaid within 10 years. Enlisting someone knowledgeable in both
banking systems and commercial financing would contribute greatly to the
negotiations.
Options other than refinancing available to the District include seeking a grant to
pay off the debt; negotiating a sale/lease-back agreement for the Activity Center;
deeding the building back to the bank and moving to another facility; or declaring
bankruptcy.
If the District manages to extricate itself from this financial morass, it needs to
take definitive action to prevent such problems from recurring.	
  	
  
Looking Forward
The people who ultimately control the District’s finances are elected. The Board
of Directors bears the key responsibility for setting legal, policy, and financial
objectives. Not surprisingly, most nonprofit Board members are not financial
experts and may not fully understand financial reports.
Board members need to develop a firm grasp of the District’s financial
operations. Board members must be able to understand profit and loss
statements, balance sheets, and cash flow. They need to be skeptical and to ask
the hard questions in order to fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities.
The Board should rely on the General Manager, the staff, and other sources of
experienced support to perform their designated duties. The Board would be well
served, however, by contracting for a qualified financial expert in the area of
long-range planning. The benefits will far outweigh the costs of these services.
It is not surprising that the District has focused on short-term solutions to its
debt load, rather than on planning for future operations. Putting the fiscal house
in order will not be an easy task. Nevertheless, it is important that the District
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develop a long-range strategic plan including priorities and realistic projections
of income and expenses. This will enable the Board and staff to work together in
rebuilding the District’s financial stability and providing the community with
quality park and recreation facilities.

FINDINGS
F1

The District’s debt load is not sustainable.

F2 Despite previous Grand Jury recommendations, the District has not
developed a long-term financial plan.
F3 The General Manager is well suited for the position and exerts a positive
influence on District operations.
F4 The District is working to improve maintenance and upgrade the parks and
facilities.
F5 The District has done an excellent job updating District handbooks and
personnel records, streamlining the accounting system, and improving
checks and balances.
F6 There are no security cameras to deter vandalism in the parks and facilities.
F7 The District makes good use of volunteers, but has not tapped all sources.
F8 There are no term limits for Directors and no rotation of committee
assignments.
F9 Some members of the Board have taken actions that encroach on the duties
and responsibilities of the General Manager.
F10 Many Board members and staff lack in-depth financial expertise.
F11 The District deferred budgeting reserve funds for capital improvement.

RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 The District should continue to pursue loan refinancing and consider other
options to manage its debt load.
R2 The District should seek professional guidance and develop a long-term
financial plan, including capital outlay and depreciation reserves.
R3 The District should proceed with the installation of security cameras.
R4 The District should evaluate the feasibility of using students as park interns.
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R5 In order to promote new ideas, the District should explore establishing term
limits for Directors and rotate committee assignments periodically.
R6 The District should coordinate with Counsel and the General Manager for
refresher training in the proper separation of duties and responsibilities of
Board members vs. management.
R7 The District should contract for periodic financial refresher workshops.

RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
Feather River Recreation and Park District Board of Directors: A response to
Findings F1 through F11 and Recommendations R1 through R7.

•
	
  
	
  

DISCLAIMER: This report was issued by the Grand Jury with the exception of a
juror who has had association with former and current principals of the Feather
River Recreation and Park District. This grand juror was excluded from all parts
of the investigation, including interviews, deliberations, and the writing and
approval of this report.

The governing bodies indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.

Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929

	
   requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
	
   the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
INDIGENT DEFENSE SERVICES
SUMMARY
It has been half a century since the U. S. Supreme Court affirmed an indigent’s
right to legal counsel at public expense. In response to that decision, states and
local governments adopted a variety of public defense arrangements. In Butte
County, public defense services are provided by a consortium of independent
attorneys, rather than by a County department.
Butte County has contracted for public defense services since the early 1970s. The
consortium came into being in 1990. Seven of the present-day attorneys were
members of the original group. Butte County benefits from their depth of
experience and expertise.
A major advantage of the consortium is the near elimination of conflicts of
interest. Because each attorney operates independently, clients’ files are not
accessible to the other attorneys. Without this arrangement, it would be
necessary for the County to pay for outside attorneys’ services when conflicts of
interest required such additional counsel be obtained.
As independent contractors, the attorneys have none of the financial or
organizational benefits enjoyed by County employees. Consortium attorneys
must maintain their own offices including support staff, supplies, and equipment.
The Grand Jury found the consortium approach is working reasonably well, but
there are several red flags. In terms of resources, the consortium is not on an
equal footing with the District Attorney’s office. The increase in felony filings that
led to a reorganization of the Superior Court in early 2014 did not result in an
equivalent increase in the consortium’s staffing. Additionally, in part because of
growing workloads, operational reviews and contract administration are handled
informally. These imbalances and operational issues need to be addressed.
The Grand Jury was impressed with the dedication and commitment of Butte
County’s public defenders. Their desire to serve the cause of justice is
noteworthy.
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GLOSSARY
AB 109 — Assembly Bill 109, 2011 Public Safety Realignment Act–shifted
responsibilities for certain classes of felons from the state to the counties
Capital case — A legal case in which a defendant can potentially be executed
Conflict / Conflict of interest –The representation of one client whose
interests are adverse to the interests of another current or former client
Felony — A criminal offense that is punishable by imprisonment of a year or
more
Indigent — A person without sufficient income to afford a criminal defense
lawyer
Misdemeanor — A criminal offense punishable by imprisonment in the county
jail not exceeding 6 months, or by a fine not exceeding $1000, or both, except in
cases when a different punishment is prescribed by law, with imprisonment in
the county jail not to exceed 1 year
Nolo contendere (Latin, “I will not contest”) — A plea in which a defendant
neither disputes nor admits guilt
Public Defender Consortium, or consortium — A group of attorneys
(currently 20), who contract privately with Butte County to provide defense
council to indigent citizens.

BACKGROUND
The 1963 landmark U.S. Supreme Court case, Gideon vs. Wainwright,
established an individual’s right to competent criminal defense, regardless of an
inability to pay. Through subsequent decisions, the Supreme Court extended the
coverage from felonies to misdemeanors and juvenile offenses.
For the past 24 years, Butte County has provided indigent defense services
through a consortium of attorneys, each of whom contracts independently with
the County. In 2002, with the contracts due to expire, the Board of Supervisors
authorized an outside consultant to evaluate the effectiveness of the County’s
indigent defense services. As a result, a contract maintaining the consortium’s
approach was rewritten and adopted.
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The 2003-2004 Butte County Grand Jury, in recognition of the new contract
cycle, looked at the Indigent Defense Services Consortium1 in terms of the
contracting process alone. The current Grand Jury felt it was time to take a
broader view of the consortium’s functions.
Over the past two years, the Consortium has seen a steady increase in workload.
The Butte County Superior Court established an additional felony court, which
posed new challenges. In addition to handling felonies and misdemeanors, the
Public Defender Consortium attorneys represent clients in cases involving a
variety of specialty courts: domestic violence, juvenile delinquency, juvenile
truancy and conservatorship, drug treatment, child endangerment, and driving
under the influence. These are noteworthy and vital endeavors. However, this
Grand Jury’s focus was primarily on criminal felonies and misdemeanors that
were not being handled in the specialty courts.

APPROACH
The Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Interviewed Public Defender Consortium attorneys, as well as personnel
from the District Attorney’s office and County Administration;

•

Reviewed responses to a Grand Jury questionnaire distributed to Public
Defender Consortium attorneys;

•

Analyzed statistical data provided by the Superior Court;

•

Reviewed current and prior contracts of consortium attorneys and
investigators;

•

Reviewed studies and documents pertaining to public defense;

•

Studied data on California’s various public defense structures;

•

Attended felony, misdemeanor, and drug treatment court sessions.

DISCUSSION
The Gideon vs. Wainwright decision established that the states were responsible
for indigent defense. However, over half of the states rely on local government, at
least in part, to administer and fund indigent defense services. California’s 58
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counties have adopted different public defense approaches, including in-house
County departments, contractual arrangements, court-appointed attorneys
whose fees are paid by the County, or a hybrid approach using a combination of
in-house staff and private attorneys, for example. Regardless of the arrangement,
conflicts of interest must be prevented. A conflict occurs when a potential client’s
interests are adverse to those of a current or former client of the attorney.
Counties with larger populations usually have in-house public defender
departments. Currently 36 counties have such departments. Smaller counties
tend to have contractual arrangements or court-appointed attorneys. However,
Yolo and Shasta Counties, whose populations are comparable to Butte County’s,
do have departments.
In-house departments cost more than contractual arrangements. In addition to
salaries and benefits, counties with public defender departments pay for space,
support staff, training, and research materials among other services. Costs should
not be the overriding factor in determining how indigent defense services are
provided, but are a major consideration. The Grand Jury’s interviews with
attorneys and County Administration established that the primary reason Butte
County does not have an in-house department is the higher cost.
The Grand Jury considered the feasibility of establishing a County public
defender department. As County employees, the attorneys would enjoy the
benefits and services listed above. In addition, they would have a greater say in
decisions affecting them—as one attorney put it, “a seat at the table.” But the
main advantage of the consortium arrangement, the virtual elimination of
conflicts of interest, would be lost. Further, the transition costs, as well as the
costs of maintaining a department, would be prohibitive.
Public Defense in Butte County
In the early 1970s, the County provided public defense services through a system
of private contracts, along with appointed attorneys for conflict cases. The
original contract was executed in 1971. In 1981, the County contracted with two
legal firms to provide service from offices in Chico and Oroville. This contract
covered only a portion of the costs for indigent defense. The County had to pay
for private attorneys in conflict cases and for outside counsel to handle complex
capital cases. Other significant costs to the County included investigation fees,
witness fees, and interpreter fees.
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With the increasing number of public defender cases, the County recognized that
the system provided little opportunity to compare service costs to caseload or to
services actually rendered. Further, it was impossible to measure the
performance of members of the contracting firms.
In January 1990, the County contracted with a group of attorneys, the Butte
County Indigent Defense Services Consortium. Because each attorney contracted
independently with the County, conflicts were greatly reduced. Cost controls
included a timecard and case tracking system, as well as caps on expenditures for
extraordinary cases. Each attorney was responsible for office expenses and
secretarial support and was required to have malpractice insurance. The contract
provided for an executive committee and an executive director to handle
coordination and liaison among the attorneys, the Court, and the County.
In November 2002, the Butte County Board of Supervisors commissioned
Hughes, Perry & Associates, in conjunction with the Matrix Consulting Group, to
assess the costs and benefits of the County’s public defense system. Their report,
“An Analysis of Indigent Defense Services and Alternatives, Butte County,
California,” was a thorough, top-to-bottom study of the County’s public defense
approach.
The study found that the consortium provided a cost-effective system, but needed
some improvements. The Board of Supervisors accepted the report. The County
issued a request for proposals (RFP), received two bids, and awarded the contract
to the Butte County Indigent Defense Services Consortium. The new contract
took effect December 5, 2003. The contracts have been renewed, with revisions,
every three to four years.
The Public Defense Workload
The Grand Jury reviewed data on criminal felonies and misdemeanors, handled
by consortium attorneys, from the Court’s Case Management System2 for
January 1, 2011, through December 31, 2013. The data show that nearly three out
of every four cases filed (6,860 of 9,350) were pleaded out, i.e., counts and/or
aggravating allegations were dismissed in return for a guilty plea to one or more
other charges. See chart below.
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  apply	
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  last	
  
attorney	
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  in	
  each	
  case.	
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Workload analysis is complicated by the fact that defendants commonly have
multiple cases. For example, one defendant may have a combination of felony
charges, misdemeanor
charges, and multiple
traffic infractions.
One recommendation
of the Hughes, Perry &
Associates report was
for the County to
develop an automated
case management
information system,
along with a definition of what constitutes a “case.” The recommended system
would have replaced a tracking report form that had been in use. It was paperbased and made the assessment of caseload and case status difficult. The form in
current use is intended to track numbers of cases and defendants, as well as the
hours the attorney spends in and out of court (see Appendix A). The system,
whether developed or not, is not being used. Most of the attorneys submit the
report inconsistently, or not at all.
The public defense attorneys keep track of their own work using a variety of case
management systems. They do not submit reports either to the Consortium’s
Executive Director or to County Administration. While the contracts originally
called for monthly statistical reports, the most recent contracts require reports
only if requested by County Administration. According to one attorney, “The
consortium asked the County not to burden it with paperwork, and the County
obliged.”
A new case management module, which will do more than count cases and
clients, is under development and may be of interest to the County (see Appendix
B).
The public defense attorneys reported that their caseloads are increasing. The
Grand Jury heard comments such as “caseloads are nearing maximum capacity,”
“we are beaten down by cases,” and “we need more lawyers.” The caseload
information provided by the attorneys to the Grand Jury indicates a 10 percent
increase from 2011 to 2012 and a 22 percent increase from 2012 to 2013.
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A capital case trial puts a significant strain on the consortium’s resources when a
consortium member is the lead defense attorney. During the 6 months before the
trial and through the trial itself, the lead public defender is occupied full time
with the case. This disrupts consortium case assignments and upsets the
attorney-client relationship because the trial attorney’s clients must be
reassigned to other members of the consortium. The consortium must decide if it
has the resources to handle the existing caseload or whether the County must hire
additional help. Typically, in capital case trials there is a second defense attorney.
This is all very costly. For example, the County paid public defense costs totaling
$251,364 for a single capital case spanning fiscal years 2012-2013 through 20132014.
Workings of the Consortium
The Public Defender Consortium is a group of 20 attorneys, each of whom
contracts independently with the County and is neither an agent of the County
nor an agent of any other attorney in the consortium. The contracts are virtually
identical, except for statements of duties (felony, misdemeanor, juvenile, drug
court, etc.), a differentiation for full-time versus half-time positions, and other
minor variations.
Members of the consortium select one attorney to act as their Executive Director.
This individual has the following responsibilities:
•

Administer the consortium and supervise the attorneys to ensure they fulfill
their contract responsibilities;

•

Serve as the consortium’s liaison with the County and the court;

•

Coordinate requests for extraordinary funds by both the attorneys and the
investigators;

•

Conduct contract negotiations and review contract compliance;

•

Manage and supervise the investigative contracts.

The provisions of the current contracts include some that were recommended in
the Hughes, Perry & Associates report: professional qualifications of attorneys,
ongoing annual training, and standards of client representation. The 2003
contract also incorporated a key element recommended in the Hughes, Perry &
Associates report: establishment of a policy board, replacing the old review panel.
The intent of the policy board is to monitor and evaluate the consortium
attorneys, recommend replacement attorneys, develop guidelines and monitor
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the internal management of the consortium, and develop a complaint procedure
for clients.
At present, there is no policy board. The paragraph referencing the board still
appears in the oldest contracts, but is not included in the newer ones.
Responsibility for performance review now is the purview of the Executive
Director as noted above.
Whatever review occurs is informal. The attorneys have the opportunity to
observe each other in court. They have informal discussions, and if there is a
significant problem, they advise the Executive Director. Most feedback comes
from the judges and other court personnel.
The closest thing to a policy board is the Criminal Ad Hoc Committee, which
meets monthly under the direction of the Presiding Judge. Participants include
the Public Defender Consortium Executive Director and representatives from the
District Attorney, Sheriff, and Probation Departments. The group discusses
operational issues, such as ways of improving efficiency. Contract management is
informal, consisting mainly of periodic meetings between the Executive Director
and County Administration.
All full-time attorneys receive the same payment for their services, regardless of
their experience or the complexity of their cases. The current annual
compensation for a full-time public defender is $138,324. The Executive Director
receives an additional $15,789 per year to cover the added responsibilities. Cost
of living adjustments were eliminated in November 2011.
The County provides funding for investigative services, up to $399,288 per year.
Consortium attorneys share the services of seven investigators. The investigators
receive a flat monthly payment, ranging from $2,400 to $4,800. Each
investigator works for an assigned attorney or attorneys and performs all
requested investigative services. The investigator’s pay is the same regardless of
the amount of time spent. The total amount for contracted legal services is
$28,800 per month, of which the County pays $27,098.3 When additional
services are needed, the monthly amount may be exceeded within the limits of
the annual cap. In 2012, the cost for investigative services was $373,000.
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Effective	
  January	
  1,	
  2014,	
  the	
  consortium	
  receives	
  an	
  additional	
  $2,400	
  per	
  month	
  
for	
  investigative	
  services	
  because	
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  impact	
  of	
  AB	
  109.	
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The attorneys receive no additional compensation for maintaining their offices.
They are responsible for support staff, equipment, supplies, mail, telephone
service, subscriptions, information systems support, insurance, and the like.
Consortium attorneys get no paid vacations, sick leave, or retirement benefits. As
one attorney said, “My retirement plan is to work until I can’t work anymore.”
Consortium attorneys may take private clients, as long as first priority is given to
their public defense cases. A common perception is that there is a lucrative
sideline in private casework. But because of the volume and breadth of their
public defense work, many of the attorneys take few, if any, private clients.
Several attorneys said their numbers of private clients had declined substantially
during the past 3 years.
A number of attorneys commented about being “under resourced.” As one
attorney put it, “We are not on an equal footing with the District Attorney” in
terms of staffing and support. The District Attorney has an information systems
staff. Public defenders are on their own for PowerPoint presentations and the
content graphics for exhibit preparations. The District Attorney’s staff assisted
the consortium in the installation of electronic discovery two years ago, but they
do not provide ongoing technical support.
Staff at the District Attorney’s office are provided with LexisNexis, a computerassisted legal research service. Public defenders either have to pay for their own
subscriptions or use the system in the legal law library in Oroville.
When California consolidated the municipal and superior courts, the public
defenders lost courthouse amenities such as a lounge, conference room, and the
law library, which was relocated outside of the courthouse. Attorneys use the
hallways to confer with clients and other attorneys. There is limited or no privacy.
Until about two years ago there was very little turnover among the consortium
attorneys. Nine of the current members signed the 2003 contract, and several of
them have been in the consortium since 1990 (see Appendix C).
Members identify potential attorneys by observing them in court — their
interactions with clients, judges, and other attorneys. In some cases a prospective
member has worked as a relief attorney for the consortium.
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The Executive Director puts together a list of possible new hires. Consortium
members confer and vote on the selection. The Executive Director then consults
with County Administration; the Board of Supervisors awards the contract. Seven
new attorneys have been hired since January 2012. New hires receive little if any
formal training. They receive a briefing on their caseloads and are guided by a
senior consortium attorney.
Because of the past lack of turnover and to open the operation up to new
attorneys, the consortium converted two full-time misdemeanor positions to four
half-time positions. New hires typically start in the misdemeanor courts with a
goal of moving up to a felony court.
Public defense is not for everyone. One attorney stated that only about 20 percent
of attorneys could do the job; another said many attorneys decline public defense
because of the negative effect on their private practices. A public defender has no
say in client assignments. As one attorney said, “We see the worst of the worst.”
Those who embrace the profession cited reasons such as the desire to further the
cause of justice, the opportunity to work on a wide variety of cases, the quantity
of significant cases, and the autonomy.
The New Felony Court
Until January 2014, there were three criminal courts calendared according to the
first letter of the defendant’s last name. Three public defenders per court were
assigned clients on a rotating basis. During the preceding three years, there was
an estimated 21 percent increase in felony filings, owing in part to the impact of
AB 109. To accommodate the increased workload, the Butte County Superior
Court added a fourth felony court. The alpha distribution of the calendaring
system is now spread across the four courts.
It would have made sense to replicate the old public defense model by adding
three new public defender attorneys for the fourth court. Budget concerns
prevailed, however. The additional staffing for the consortium was not based on
workload considerations. Rather, it was determined by squeezing the maximum
possible out of the budget.
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The Public Defender Consortium received just one new felony attorney4 plus
additional funding for an investigator. Two attorneys are assigned to each of the
four courts. The remaining two attorneys each alternate between two courts. In
effect, each court has two and one-half public defense attorneys. The new
approach seems to be working, although having the attorneys migrate between
courts upsets the flow. It is not unusual to have to be in two places at once. There
is no formal plan to evaluate the new system.
The danger of ever increasing public defender caseloads has been pointed out by
a number of professional legal organizations—the American Bar Association, the
National Right to Counsel Committee, and the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, to name a few. Excessive workloads make it difficult for
defenders to represent their clients effectively. Thus far, the Butte County Public
Defender Consortium has been able to hold its own. But how long can the status
quo be maintained?

FINDINGS
F1

The Public Defender Consortium attorneys are highly dedicated and
committed to the legal defense system.

F2 The consortium, with independently contracted attorneys, virtually
eliminates conflicts of interest.
F3 There is no consolidated system for tracking numbers of cases and their
disposition.
F4 There is no formal procedure for evaluating attorneys’ performance.
F5 Unlike the District Attorney’s staff, public defenders must pay for their own
research subscriptions.
F6 Public defense attorneys have limited private meeting space in the County
courts.
F7 Trying capital cases disrupts the consortium’s operations and incurs
significant costs.
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F8 County Administration negotiated staffing decisions for the fourth felony
court based on costs, rather than workload.
F9 There is no formal plan to evaluate the impact of the fourth court on public
defense services.

RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 The County should develop and implement a cohesive caseload management
system, i.e. numbers of cases, clients, and disposition of cases.
R2 The Public Defender Consortium Executive Director should develop and
implement a procedure for evaluating each attorney’s performance.
R3 The County should provide consortium members with subscriptions to a
legal research system, such as LexisNexis or WestLaw.
R4 The County should provide a meeting space for the consortium attorneys.
R5 The County administration and consortium should study the feasibility of
hiring non-consortium attorneys for capital cases, considering costs and the
impact on public defender operations.
R6 The County should monitor the impact of the fourth felony court on the
consortium’s operation and staffing and present a report to the Board of
Supervisors by March 2015.
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RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
•

Butte County Board of Supervisors: A response to Findings F2 through F9
and Recommendations R1 through R6

The Grand Jury invites the following individuals to respond:
•

Butte County Public Defender Consortium Executive Director: A response to
Findings F2 through F9 and Recommendations R1 through R6

•

Butte County Chief Administrative Officer: A response to Findings F2 and F5
through F9 and Recommendations R1 and R3 through R6

The governing body indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
	
  
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929

	
   requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to the
	
   identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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Appendix B
An automated case management system would provide statistical information to
both the County and the consortium’s Executive Director, with minimal effort of
consortium staff. It would also provide several services to each public defender
including: case tracking, document preparation, calendaring of case events, and
discovery.
The District Attorney office’s case management system is JWorksProsecutor, an
application supported by CourtView Justice Solutions. The same vendor has a
module for defense attorneys, JWorksDefender, which integrates with the
Prosecutor module. JWorksDefender establishes an independent partition for
each defense attorney allowing them to autonomously manage their case files.
Pertinent information concerning a case is entered into the Prosecutor module by
DA staff. If the case is filed, all relevant information would be transferred to the
Defender module of the public defense attorney assigned. The public defender
would review discovery; generate any motions, writs, or other forms from
common template files; calendar pending events; and enter the disposition of the
case. Statistics could be drawn from the system to evaluate workloads and case
distribution.
The JWorksDefender module is currently being revised and will not be available
until 2015–2016. This Grand Jury suggests the County stay apprised of progress
of availability and consider the acquisition of JWorksDefender and implement
this system when it becomes available.
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Appendix C

Butte County Public Defenders
#1 *
#2 *
#3 *
#4 *
#5 *
#6 *
#7 *
#8 *
#9 *
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20

Date hired as
a Public Defender

Date entered
Bar

Years of
Experience

12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
12/05/2003
02/10/2007
03/26/2007
08/01/2007
03/05/2011
01/10/2012
01/10/2012
01/10/2012
01/10/2012
02/01/2013
01/01/2014
01/01/2014

1979
1977
1992
1987
1992
1981
1986
1985
1990
1993
2006
2004
1999
2009
2009
2008
1985
1997
2004
2011

35
37
22
27
22
33
28
29
24
21
8
10
15
5
5
6
29
17
10
3

*Worked as a Public Defender in Butte County prior to 2003
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
NEAL ROAD RECYCLING AND WASTE FACILITY
SUMMARY
Disposing of a community’s accumulated trash is an ongoing concern. After past
practices of burning and burying garbage proved detrimental, new regulations
dictated a different approach to waste management. In recent years with
population increases and awareness of limits on land, water, and air, Butte
County managers explored new ways to address the issues. The Grand Jury
looked at the Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility (NRRWF) to see how the
facility operates. Planning for the future in which our trash does not overwhelm
the community should be a concern for every citizen.

GLOSSARY
Ameresco – Ameresco, Inc. is an independent provider of comprehensive
energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions for facilities throughout North
America, delivering long-term value through innovative systems, strategies and
technologies.
Enterprise Fund – A government enterprise fund is a fund that establishes a
separate accounting and financial reporting mechanism for municipal services
for which fees are charged in exchange for goods and services.
Environmental Attributes – Environmental Attributes refer to any credits,
benefits, emission reductions, offsets, and allowances attributable to the
generation from Ameresco’s facilities, and its displacement of conventional
energy generation.
Gate Fees – A gate fee (or tipping fee) is the charge levied upon a given quantity
of waste received at a waste processing facility.
Government Incentives – Government incentives are monetary awards or
other value provided by any governmental agency with respect to LFG or any
activities of County or Ameresco in connection with the agreement.
Landfill Gas (LFG) – Landfill gas is generated during the natural process of
bacterial decomposition of organic material contained in municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills.
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Leachate – Leachate is any liquid that in passing through matter, extracts
solutes, suspended solids, or any other component of the material through which
it has passed.
Methane Gas – Methane (CH4) is a colorless, odorless, non-toxic, and
flammable gas, and is the simplest of the hydrocarbons. Methane is produced by
the breakdown of plant materials in landfills, swamps, and marshes. This gas
consists of about 50 percent methane (the primary component of natural gas),
about 50 percent carbon dioxide (CO2), and a small amount of non-methane
organic compounds (NMOCs).
NRRWF -Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility (NRRWF) – Butte County’s
landfill site is located on Neal Road.
Septage – The liquid and solid material that is pumped from a septic tank,
cesspool, or other treatment facility after it has accumulated over a period of
time.
Supernatant – Supernatant is the clear liquid lying above a solid residue after
crystallization, precipitation, centrifugation, or other process.
Waste Cell Module – A waste cell module is an area in the landfill site
prepared to receive solid waste materials.

BACKGROUND
The Butte County Department of Public Works, Waste Management Division,
manages the NRRWF, maintains the Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)
program, and investigates reported illegal dumping within the County. The
Division also provides education and outreach for recycling programs, regulates
the performance of waste haulers, and conducts tire/recycling enforcement
inspections. The Neal Road facility receives waste disposal from commercial
trash haulers and the public. A facility for proper disposal of septage waste is also
maintained.
Butte County operated the dump site from 1970 through 1978. A private
company, Neal Road Landfill Company, a Waste Management, Inc. subsidiary,
operated the landfill site from 1978 until early 2003, under contract with Butte
County. The State of California Regional Water Quality Control Board established
mandates for monitoring the environment of the site in 1989. In response to this,
the County established a fund in accordance with these mandates in April 1989.
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Revenues from the contract received were deposited into this account to fund
required licenses and monitoring. As more state regulations were enacted, the
County hired a manager to oversee compliance with these laws in 1992. An
additional engineer and workers were hired to handle increased requirements in
the following years. In March 2003, the Butte County Public Works Department
resumed the role of sole operator of the Neal Road site. NRRWF functions as a
division of Public Works.
The Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility comprises 189.8 acres (see
Appendix A map). One hundred forty acres are available for the solid waste cell
footprint. This includes waste cell Modules 1, 2, and 3 that closed in 2006.
Module 4 is receiving waste materials at this time; Module 5 is in the design
phase. There is a septage receiving area. Septage facilities include Primary and
Secondary septage ponds. There are five storm water basins and one leachate
pond. A privately owned landfill gas-fueled electric generation facility began
operation in February 2013.	
  

APPROACH
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Toured the NRRWF site;

•

Interviewed personnel in the Public Works department and its Waste
Management division;

•

Reviewed documents provided by the Department of Public Works, other
Butte County personnel, and online resources.

DISCUSSION
In an ideal world, all Butte County citizens would work hard to reduce waste. The
reality is that the County produces solid waste materials in excess of 136,000 tons
yearly. This needs to be removed from homes and businesses and disposed of in
an environmentally safe manner. State and federal regulations in place protect
the environment in terms of air quality, ground water supplies, and hazardous
materials. The NRRWF, under the management of the Butte County Department
of Public Works, Waste Management Division, is responsible for compliance with
these regulations.
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The Waste Management Division Strategic Plan identifies four issues and
challenges facing the Division and Butte County in the next 10 years:
•

Charging reasonable gate fees;

•

Guarding against landfill gas, ground and surface water contamination from
migrating offsite;

•

Implementing engineering controls and practices to comply with
environmental regulations;

•

Developing cost-effective and safe methods of solid waste reduction and
disposal.

The Grand Jury is interested in the utilization of funding and the plans for future
maintenance and improvements of the site. The Grand Jury reviewed the revenue
sources in the budget and the facility improvements in progress.
Budget
The Waste Management Division receives no financial support from the Butte
County General Fund. Its budget is maintained through an enterprise fund. This
fund establishes a separate accounting and financial reporting mechanism for
municipal services for which fees are charged in exchange for goods and services.
The fund supports all operating costs on a yearly basis. Any returned earnings
must be appropriated for expenditures relating to the fund.
The operating budget is sustained through revenue generated from gate fees,
recycling contracts with private vendors, and occasional grants. The budget
balance must support the ongoing operations and projected improvements for
this site. Capital improvements are a long process, taking planning, funding, and
construction time to implement. The Division must project far into future years
to ensure adequate facilities to meet the needs of the County.
The Division conducted a study of possible scenarios to maintain financial
stability for NRRWF with capital improvements and equipment replacement. The
study identified four possible options, with only one of them maintaining the
current balance of the operating budget. That option included combinations of
rate increases and added tonnage delivered to the site.
With the economic downturn in the latter part of the last decade, the landfill
experienced a decrease in revenue through the loss of gate fees. Operating costs
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continued to rise due to ongoing expenses and additional oversight mandated by
the government. In addition, the decrease in revenue also impacted future plans
for capital improvements of the site.
The division explored ways to maintain a balanced fund for future operations.
One of the alternatives was to raise gate fees (see Appendix B - Gate Fee
Schedule). In December 2012, the Board of Supervisors approved a rate increase
of $1.50 for each of three years, starting in 2013. At present, a gate fee of $40.61,
(effective January 2014), is charged for waste over 1,515 pounds. This is the
lowest rate for service at a county-owned facility north of Sacramento.
The second part of the proposal to maintain a balanced budget explores ways to
increase waste tonnage delivery. Several private trash operators are collecting
trash in Butte County but delivering it to other landfill sites outside the County.
This is estimated to be 20,000 tons yearly. Revenue from this lost tonnage would
assist in maintaining reasonable gate fees for the public.
In addition to gate fees, the NRRWF receives revenue from private vendors who
remove recyclable materials such as tires, appliances, mattresses, and scrap wood
from the landfill site. This helps preserve acreage for future waste. Fees charged
cover all directly related expenses for removal from the site.
Landfill Gas Utilization
Decomposition of solid wastes produces landfill gases (LFG). Several factors
affect the quality of gases produced: composition of the waste, the temperature
of the site, the presence of oxygen, and the time elapsed since the waste cell
began. Anaerobic conditions in the waste cell produce primarily methane and
carbon dioxide gases. Past practice has been to capture gases through a venting
system and burn (flare) the gases to control release into the environment.
NRRWF closed parts of Modules 1, 2, and 3 in 2004, and installed perimeter
probes and gas collection components. Gas extraction wells, collection piping,
and a flare became operational. With the final closure of these Modules in 2006,
additional wells were installed.
California Global Warming Solutions Act, AB 32, passed in 2006, required
operators of MSW landfills to install gas collection and control systems. The
Department of Public Works and its Solid Waste Division investigated ways to
utilize the gas collection.
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In November 2007, the Department of Public Works released a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to develop a landfill gas utilization project that would provide
financial benefit to the County. An evaluation committee reviewed nine proposals
and selected three candidates. A check of references and an interview were
conducted with each company. Ameresco, Inc. was selected based on its overall
proposal, past history of successful projects, and expertise to develop the project
within its organization. The company’s financial stability and ability to finance
the project internally were also a strong factor in the selection process.
The first contract, signed October 21, 2008, allowed Ameresco to begin
constructing an LFG-fueled electric generation facility. This was accomplished in
accordance with all local, state, and federal regulations. Ameresco agreed to sell
all electricity produced to Pacific Gas and Electric. The plant was to operate two
engines producing 4.3 megawatts of electricity. Compensation to the County was
to be 25 percent of the gross revenue from the sale of electric energy, plus 50
percent of net government incentives, plus 50 percent of environmental
attributes, less all costs incurred by Ameresco for the operation of the plant.
Payments to the County were set up to be made quarterly.

	
  
Source: EPA's Landfill Methane Outreach Program. This is an example of how a landfill gas-toelectricity operation functions	
  

When it was determined that the LFG produced was not adequate in quantity or
quality to operate two engines, Butte County and Ameresco entered into another
contract in September 2009. Ameresco agreed to fund the construction of new
pipelines and the hookups to 12 new wells. The costs to construct the necessary
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project was $272,000. The contract stipulated that NRRWW would repay
Ameresco in 12 quarterly installments through the revenues generated by the sale
of electricity.
Even with the additional wells operating, the gas production was not sufficient
for Ameresco to install the two engines as planned. Amendment #3, signed
November 10, 2009, allowed for the installation of only one engine. In October
2010, NRRWF and Ameresco addressed the lack of gas production and its effect
on the revenues generated by the sale of electricity. With only one engine
operating, megawatt capacity was reduced to half of the expected outcome in the
original contract. Payment rescheduling of the loan to add new wells and the
compensation to NRRWF for the sale of the electricity were both modified.
The loan repayment for the well installation increased from 12 quarterly
payments to 24 quarterly payments. These payments come from the revenues
generated by the sale of electricity and will be paid off in December 2018.
Quarterly payments are $11,372.17. Compensation for the revenue from the sale
of electricity was reduced from 25 percent to 10.5 percent of gross revenues. The
Government Incentives and Environmental Attributes percentages remained the
same. This percentage remains in place until a second engine is operational. At
that time, the percentage of compensation increases to 25.25 percent for the first
five years with the second engine operational. For years six through 10, the
percentage of gross revenue increases to 26 percent and then to 26.75 percent
after the tenth year with two engines operating.
Electricity sales began in February 2013. According to the Ameresco contract,
Butte County receives 10.5 percent of the revenue. With the repayment of
$11,372.17 to Ameresco for the pipeline construction each quarter, the net
revenue generated for the 11 months of 2013 was $78,964.68 (see Appendix C
Ameresco payments for 2013). The pipeline loan is scheduled to be paid off in the
4th quarter of 2018. Expectation is that this revenue will continue to rise as the
quality and quantity of gases collected increases. The collection of gases will be
ongoing and allow the Neal Road Enterprise Fund to maintain a steady revenue
source.
Septage Receiving and Processing
The Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility receives septage from numerous
pumping companies operating in Butte County. The fees charged for accepting
the septage help support the maintenance of the facility. NRRWF accepts only
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septage originating in Butte County. On average, the NRRWF site receives 16,000
gallons of sewage daily.
The facility consists of two ponds. The current primary septage pond, which
receives raw sewage, and an adjacent leachate pond were retrofitted in 1992. The
three non-porous layers prevent leakage into the ground and the water table. The
raw septage separates with solids collecting at the bottom and the liquid rising to
the top. The clear fluids that rise to the top are known as supernatant. The
supernatant is reduced through evaporation and flows into the secondary pond.
This pond was constructed in 1996 and is fully triple lined. Rainwater also enters
the uncovered ponds and must be included in the volume of liquid removed.
While evaporation reduces the liquids, it is insufficient to maintain an acceptable
level within the pond. The excess supernatant is transported to either to the City
of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant or to the Sewerage Commission-Oroville
Region (SCOR) wastewater treatment plant for disposal.
Periodically, the first pond is dredged, and the sludge is compressed to begin the
drying process. The semi-dry waste product is laid in rows to fully dry by air and
sun. When it has dried to within acceptable moisture limits, it is added to the
landfill. It contributes to the production of methane gas for collection.
The septage facilities occupy land within the waste cell footprint. Waste cell
Module 5 is in the design phase, and construction will begin in the space devoted
to septage in the next two years. New arrangements are needed to accommodate
the septage in the future. While the Neal Road facility has no legal responsibility
to continue to process sewage, NRRWF and the County are looking at alternative
ways to process this ubiquitous waste product. One alternative is to have no
facility at the NRRWF site, with all sewage going to the two existing facilities in
the County. The City of Chico site has the capacity to handle the sewage in the
County. SCOR only handles the sewage from homes and businesses within the
defined SCOR area in Oroville. A second alternative is to collaborate with a
private company to build and manage a facility. This facility could be onsite, like
the Ameresco plant, or at a new site. Discussions are ongoing, and a decision will
be made in the near future.
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FINDINGS
F1

The Ameresco LFG plant began operation in February 2013 and continues
generating revenue for the Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility
Enterprise Fund.

F2 The Waste Management Division of Butte County Department of Public
Works has a Strategic Plan that shows projections for future development.
F3 Butte County Public Works and its Waste Management Division are striving
to keep the NRRWF from being a financial burden on the citizens of Butte
County.
F4 NRRWF continues to investigate ways to stabilize gate fees for County
customers by working with trash haulers on ways to increase tonnage
delivered to the site.
F5 NRRWF is working to identity the best approach to process septage when
the current pond area is repurposed as part of waste cell Module 5.

RECOMMENDATIONS
None

RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
•

Butte County Board of Supervisors: A response to Findings F1 through F5

The Grand Jury invites the following individuals to respond:
•

Director, Butte County Public Works Department: A response to Findings
F1 through F5

The governing bodies indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929

	
   requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to the
	
   identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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Appendix A:	
  Map of Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility	
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Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility Gate Fee Schedule
Butte County Public Works - Neal Road Recycling and Waste Facility Gate Fees Schedule
Master Fee Schedule
Adopted Fee

Activity

Notes

NEAL ROAD RECYCLING AND WASTE FACILITY GATE FEES
A. Self Haul Vehicles
1.Minimum Charge per Vehicle, up to 540 lbs. net w eight MSW

$10.00

Per vehicle.

2.Charge per Vehicle, 541 to 1,027 lbs. net w eight MSW

$19.00

Per vehicle.

3.Charge per Vehicle, 1,028 to 1,514 lbs. net w eight MSW
4.Charge for All Other Vehicles, Over 1,515 lbs. net w eight
MSW

$28.00
$39.11

Per vehicle.
Per ton eff. 1/1/13
$40.61 effective 1/1/14

B. Com m ercial Haulers

$39.11

$42.11 effective 1/1/15
Per ton. All loads, including construction and demolition debris,
bulky items
(excluding tires, bailing w ire and stumps) eff. 1/1/13
$40.61 effective 1/1/14

C. Green Waste

$5.00

D. Wood Waste

$5.00

E. Clean Fill Dirt

$0.00

F. Clean Asphalt or Concrete
G. Bulky Item s

$0.00
$6.00

1. Mattresses, Box Springs
H. Freon Containing Units (Lim it 2/Visit)

$9.00
$15.00

$42.11 effective 1/1/15
Min. fee for 800 lbs. or less. Includes tree branches, w oody
shrubs and plants. Does not include grass or segregated loads of
leaves and needles.
Must be free of litter and contaminants.
Min. fee for 800 lbs or less, or $12.00 per ton. Must be free of litter,
fixtures sheetrock, and other contaminants.
No charge. No contaminants, litter, yard w aste, or C&D debris.
No charge. No contaminants, rebar, litter, or C&D debris.
Per item. Mattresses, box springs, furniture, carpet, appliances.
Appliances w ith Freon must be certified as Freon-free.
Per item eff. 1/1/13
Per item, $30 per item after tw o. Refrigerators, freezers, airconditioning units, ice makers

I. Cathode Ray Tubes and Electronics:
1.Televisions and Computer Monitors
2.Other Small Electronic Waste (Dimensions not exceeding 24"VCRs, Microw aves, Stereos, etc.)
3.Other Large Electronic Waste (Dimensions over 24" Copiers, Computer Servers, etc.)
J. Stum ps
1.Less than 24" trunk diameter (Measured above the
rootball)
2.Greater than 24" trunk diameter (Measured above the
rootball)
K. Tires
1.Up to 36" O.D.

$0.00
$0.00

No Charge.
No Charge.

$0.24

Per pound.

$10.00

Per Stump.

$30.00

Per ton, plus special handling fee.

$2.00

Per tire, tires
vehicle unless
Per tire, tires
vehicle unless
Per tire, tires
vehicle unless
Per tire, tires
vehicle unless
Per tire, tires
vehicle unless
Per ton.

2.36" to 48" O.D.

$4.00

3.48" to 60" O.D.

$13.00

4.Over 60" or Large Loads

$200.00

5.Cut Tires (Split, sliced, or quartered)

$200.00

L. Septage

$33.25

M.Special Handling
$60.00
N.Untarped Load Fee
O.Com m ercial Hauler Prohibited Waste Extraction
(and storage in their container)
P.Credit Application Fee - Adm inistration

w ith rims charged double fee. Limit
accompanied by Waste Tire Manifest.
w ith rims charged double fee. Limit
accompanied by Waste Tire Manifest.
w ith rims charged double fee. Limit
accompanied by Waste Tire Manifest.
w ith rims charged double fee. Limit
accompanied by Waste Tire Manifest.
w ith rims charged double fee. Limit
accompanied by Waste Tire Manifest.

- 9 tires per
- 9 tires per
- 9 tires per
- 9 tires per
- 9 tires per

Per load. Request by appointment. (NF-Asbestos, large stumps or
other loads requiring immediate cover or Landfill Personnel
assistance.)

$8.11
$15.00

Per occurrence.

$45.00

Per indivdual, $68.00 per corporation.

1. 0-32 Lineal Feet

$0.00

2. >32 Lineal Feet

$0.16

No charge.
Per lineal foot.

Q.Flourescent Tubes
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Appendix C:	
  Ameresco Payments for 2013	
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2013–2014 BUTTE COUNTY GRAND JURY REPORT
SMALL RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
SUMMARY
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury chose to visit the small rural elementary school
districts in the Oroville area: Bangor Union Elementary School District, Golden
Feather Union Elementary School District, Feather Falls Union Elementary
School District, and Pioneer Union Elementary School District. With the changes
to State funding, curriculum and testing, these districts face multiple challenges
to adequately provide a quality educational program. Even under these
conditions, the experiences provided in the close family-like community
atmosphere are productive.

GLOSSARY
ADA – Average Daily Attendance
BCOE – Butte County Office of Education
Bangor - Bangor Union Elementary School District
CCSS – Common Core State Standards (Core) - Educational standards describe
what students should know and be able to do in each subject in each grade. In
California, the State Board of Education decides on the standards for all students,
from kindergarten through high school.
Combination class – A combination class is a self-contained classroom at the
elementary school level, which includes students from more than one grade level.
Concow Elementary School (Concow) – Single School site operating within
Golden Feather Union Elementary School District
Core – Reference to CCSS
Feather Falls - Feather Falls Union Elementary School District
Golden Feather - Golden Feather Union Elementary School District
LCAP – Local Control and Accountability Plan - Each school district must
engage parents, educators, employees, and the community to establish these
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plans. The plans will describe the school district’s overall vision for students,
annual goals, and specific actions the district will take to achieve the vision and
goals. The LCAP must focus on eight areas identified as state priorities. The plan
will also demonstrate how the district’s budget will help achieve the goals, and
assess each year how well the strategies in the plan were able to improve
outcomes.
LCFF – Local Control Funding Formula - LCFF funding will be distributed via
the Principle Apportionment. The system for calculating payments is
extraordinarily complex, and the LCFF will add layers of additional complexity
during the 8-year phase-in period (after the phase-in period, the calculations will
be simpler).
OUHSD - Oroville Union High School District
Pioneer - Pioneer Union Elementary School District

BACKGROUND
The Butte County Office of Education operates six school sites, including the
school at Juvenile Hall. There are 14 other school districts in Butte County (see
Appendix A). Five districts provide grade levels kindergarten through 12th grade.
Those districts are Biggs Unified School District, Chico Unified School District,
Durham Unified School District, Gridley Unified School District, and Paradise
Unified School District. Oroville Union High School District (OUHSD) has
multiple sites offering 9th through 12th grades, and an Adult School program.
Seven districts are elementary districts offering kindergarten through 8th grades.
Three of these districts have multiple school sites: Oroville City Elementary
School District, Palermo Union School District and Thermalito Union School
District. The other five districts are a single school district. They are Bangor
Union Elementary School District (Bangor), Feather Falls Union Elementary
School District (Feather Falls), Golden Feather Union Elementary School District
(Concow), Manzanita Elementary School District, and Pioneer Union Elementary
School District (Pioneer). Manzanita students enter Gridley High School while
the remaining four districts’ students enter OUHSD. The Grand Jury focused on
the four rural districts in the Oroville area.
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Four small rural school districts in the Oroville area currently have enrollments
of fewer than 200 students.
•

The Bangor Union Elementary School District is located in the foothills
southeast of Oroville and serves the community of Bangor. Bangor was
founded as a mining boomtown in 1855 and named by the Lumbert
Brothers, early settlers and storekeepers, after their hometown of Bangor,
Maine. The recorded elevation is 761 feet, and population was 646 at the
2010 census. The community is about 1.5 miles from the Yuba County line.

•

Feather Falls Union Elementary School District is located northeast of
Oroville and serves a cluster of rural unincorporated communities
surrounding Feather Falls. It includes large forested areas and is partly
inside Plumas National Forest. The first post office was opened in 1888. It
takes its name from the nearby famous waterfall also known as Feather Falls
and lies at an elevation of 2,982 feet. The school was originally established in
the late 1800s. Current facilities were constructed in the 1940s and 1950s.

•

Golden Feather Union Elementary School District is located on 8.5 acres
north of Oroville and serves the communities of Concow and Yankee Hill.
The school was originally built around 1940 with additions in the 1960s and
1970s. Concow is an unincorporated community named after the Concow
Maidu, the Native American tribe that was indigenous to the area. Concow is
20 miles north of Oroville and was permanently settled in 1856. It has an
elevation of 2,628 feet and the population was 710 in 2010.

•

Pioneer Union Elementary School District, serving the unincorporated
community of Berry Creek, is located on 26 acres in the foothills about 12
miles northeast of Oroville in hilly terrain at 1,995 feet. The District was
established in 1962 and the existing facility was built in 1983. Berry Creek
was first established in 1875. The population was 1,424 in 2010.

APPROACH
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury looked at Butte County’s small rural schools to
explore the efficiency and quality of the education being offered. A major change
in the funding model for California schools has been adopted and is taking place
this fiscal year. Funding is moving from a Revenue Limit Formula based on
average daily attendance (ADA), to what is referred to as Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF). Curriculum requirement changes throughout the nation are
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also taking place with the implementation of Common Core State Standards
(CCSS). This Grand Jury chose to look at the possible impacts these changes will
have on the smaller school districts.
The 2013-2014 Grand Jury performed the following activities:
•

Visited all schools with enrollments fewer than 200 students;

•

Interviewed the BCOE Superintendent and additional staff;

•

Interviewed the superintendents of each small school district;

•

Interviewed administrators from OUHSD;

•

Met with school site personnel in each district;

•

Met with Parent Club members;

•

Attended school board meetings.

DISCUSSION
Each district operates a single school. Low, fluctuating enrollment challenges all
four districts and impacts both funding and staffing requirements. When
reviewing staffing formulas, it appears the teacher-to-student ratio is high. The
Grand Jury agrees with the superintendents that the current staffing is necessary
to support the wide range of grade levels assigned to each teacher.
Bus transportation is another area of concern, as the state reimburses only about
60 percent of these costs. If bussing were discontinued, it is estimated that about
one-half of the students would have difficulty getting to school on a regular basis.
BCOE currently offers afterschool programs to all kindergarten through 8th grade
schools in the County. This satisfies a concern voiced in the 2006-2007 Grand
Jury report. Each site administrator expressed gratitude for this program, which
offers help with homework and the opportunity to complete it. It also offers
physical activities, arts and crafts, music, and a snack after the regular school day.
A nurse is available 12 days a year to each district. She is a permanent employee
of BCOE and primarily takes care of all the mandated health issues and reporting
requirements.
Rural school superintendents voiced appreciation of the BCOE Superintendent
for his leadership role in training for classified and certificated staff; and for
providing financial assistance and taking the leadership to secure technology
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infrastructure, hardware, and software for the small districts. BCOE also holds
monthly meetings for all County superintendents as well as additional meetings
designated for the smaller, rural districts to brainstorm issues specific to them.
With a family-like atmosphere at these schools, the Grand Jury was concerned
about the ability of 8th graders to transition into the larger, more structured
environment of high school. The Grand Jury met with the OUHSD
administrators of the schools where most of the students will be attending. The
administrators assured the Grand Jury that rural students have no more
difficulties than students who come from the larger school environments.
Statistics also show that these small feeder school students achieve similar
academic levels as their peers. These rural school students make several trips to
the high schools to become familiar with the larger school environment. The
schools also arrange for students to meet with high school counselors and make
preliminary plans for future educational opportunities.
An issue of concern for these rural students attending high school is that they
have limited opportunity to participate in after school activities and
interscholastic athletics due to transportation issues. Participation in these
extracurricular activities helps to build self-confidence. Some students board the
bus as early as 5:45 a.m. and don’t arrive home until after 5:00 p.m. Bus service
to accommodate after school activities is not available due to cost.
Historically, every state has had its own educational standards, definitions, and
proficiency requirements. Since 2010, 45 states have adopted the same standards
for English and math. Having the same standards helps most students get a
better education even if they change schools or move to a different state.
Teachers, parents, and education experts designed the standards to prepare
students for success in college and in the workplace. In the 2013-2014 school
year, these rural districts are implementing the CCSS standards. Next year, state
testing will be computer-based. The needed technology infrastructure will be
critical and costly to meet. Pioneer, Feather Falls, and Concow schools received
federal distant learning grant funds to assist with connections to the California
K-12 High Speed Network.
The BCOE Superintendent is working with all superintendents in the County to
successfully make the transition to these new standards. The stages of this
implementation have been set. Training and support are well underway and it is
believed that the goals will be met successfully and on schedule. The BCOE
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Superintendent is enthusiastic, but also realistic, stating “there will be bumps in
the road.”
The school funding mechanism is currently in a state of flux. California school
districts have been funded via a Revenue Limit Formula based on ADA for many
years, with add-ons to revenue limit dollars known as categorical funding.
Categorical funds are restricted to certain programs such as Economic Impact
Aid (EIA). The new LCFF provides more base dollars per student than in past
years and allows local districts to prioritize how to spend their money. This new
funding formula, while appearing to give flexibility, is tied to new requirements
known as Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP).
As a result of recent tragic school violence that has taken place in other parts of
the country, superintendents expressed a desire that the Butte County Sheriff’s
Department would take a more active role in maintaining contact with schools.
The Sheriff’s Department might assess each school’s safety policies to see if they
are adequate or need improvement. The superintendents would like to have a
deputy position assigned to each district to maintain open communications
between the school community and the Sheriff’s Department. A deputy’s
presence would be beneficial for students, parents, and staff.
Previously all the rural districts offered preschool programs and acknowledge
that these programs are a tremendous benefit to the children whom they served.
However, State and Federal funding for preschool programs has been so limited
in recent years that most districts do not offer these programs.
Every school in California is required by state law to publish a School
Accountability Report Card (SARC) by February 1 of each year. The SARC
contains information about the condition and performance of each California
public school. This information includes school contact information and location,
opportunities for parent involvement, grade levels, enrollment, school climate,
facilities, teachers and support staff, curriculum and instructional materials,
school finance, teacher and administrative salaries, student performance
proficiency testing, exit exam statistics, physical fitness, Academic Performance
Index (API), dropout and graduation rates, instructional planning, and
scheduling. The Grand Jury searched for the SARC on the four rural districts
websites. They had all been produced and were posted on the California State
Department of Education website. When contacted about the apparent lack of
publishing this information on local websites, one superintendent responded that
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they were in the process of getting technical assistance to help design and
produce a usable website. Having a website is an excellent source to share
relevant information about school contacts, academics, school calendars, meeting
schedules, and current school activities.
One Superintendent Serves Two Districts
One Superintendent/Principal serves
both Feather Falls Union Elementary
School District and Pioneer Union
Elementary School District. He
drives over an hour each way from
one district to the other on narrow,
winding roads that are frequently
occupied by logging trucks. His
primary office is at Pioneer School.
The superintendent reports to two
separate school boards.
Pleasant, positive interactions were observed between students and also between
the students and staff. Of the students currently enrolled in the two districts, 92
percent qualify for free and reduced-price meals. Students were enthusiastic
about meals served in the cafeterias; fresh baked bread is often on the menu at
both sites. These districts conduct combined activities and field trips to introduce
students to places and events that they may not otherwise experience.
Feather Falls Union Elementary School District
Feather Falls employs one teacher and two paraprofessionals, in addition to the
Superintendent/Principal shared
with Pioneer. Current enrollment
is 11 students, kindergarten
through 5th grades, the lowest
enrollment of all schools in the
County. There are no students in
6th, 7th, or 8th grades this year.
The school is comprised of a main
office, cafeteria, library, four large
classrooms, a teacher resource
center, and a workroom. The one
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double-sized classroom being utilized contains a stage. The school has a capacity
to educate 70 students. Staffing is very stable, with employees who have been
there for many years; some even attended the school as children.
The 2006-2007 Grand Jury Report stated that this school was in disrepair.
Because community members had attempted to keep the buildings in an
adequate condition, the District was not eligible for state funding for major repair
and modernization. Consequently, the District left the facilities in disrepair by
design. The school has since received Extreme Hardship Deferred Maintenance
monies from the State and the facilities recently received a new roof, siding,
septic system, and heating/air conditioning units.
Pioneer Union Elementary School District
In 1988, construction started on Pioneer to accommodate 175 students. The
District employs four teachers for the 70 currently enrolled students. There are
three paraprofessionals who work 5 hours a day and one
media specialist who works 6 hours a day. Pioneer has
opened a parent participation pre-school 5 days a
week at a cost of $150 per month or 3 days a
week for $90 per month. Three children are
enrolled; one does not speak English. A parent,
who is a credentialed teacher, volunteers to
supervise this program.
Pioneer is in the planning stages of working with
the community and with Feather River
Recreation and Parks District to provide computer
classes for the general population. The school will
provide the computers and classroom space; the Park
District will provide instructional staff.
Cost savings measures are constantly being researched. Although solar energy
would bring down utility costs, the Butte County Sheriff’s Department has
discouraged this, as theft and/or vandalism of solar panels is a grave concern in
this area of the County.
A follow up visit to these sites included meeting with a parent group, among them
a school board member, volunteer firefighter, and a school secretary. Other
meetings were held with teachers, students, cafeteria staff, school psychologist,
and a bus driver/maintenance person. Lack of community involvement and/or a
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parent support group was a concern of the 2006-2007 Grand Jury. Currently
there is strong support from the community and an active parents club.
The District applied for a grant to hire a physical education teacher. The District
was awarded $30,000 for this purpose but did not accept the grant because the
$30,000 would not cover the cost. Ultimately, the grantor donated the money to
enhance the existing physical education program.
The 2006-2007 Grand Jury did not perceive a drug problem on campus. During
the 2013-2014 school year, Pioneer has had numerous instances of marijuana
and cigarette smoking on the playground and in the student bathrooms. Bullying
and a case of a student bringing a pellet gun to school have made students and
staff anxious. Parents have volunteered to supervise the playgrounds and
bathrooms, recognizing that there is not enough staff to be everywhere at all
times. Volunteers are required to be TB tested, fingerprinted, and have a
background check. Parents are willing to do this, but cannot afford the cost.
Bangor Union Elementary School District
Declining enrollment impacts Bangor. Although enrollment fluctuates, the
teaching staff level remains stable. There are five full-time classroom teachers, a
special education teacher, a
physical education teacher, and six
paraprofessionals. Present student
enrollment is 120. Due to the
grade levels of the students,
combination classes are offered in
K/1st, 2nd/3rd, 3rd/4th, 5th/6th,
and 7th/8th grades. The largest
grade level this year is third with
30 students. Consequently, they
are in class with either second or
fourth graders, depending on their
academic and maturity levels.
Original construction on the school started in 1932. The District has a capacity to
accommodate 180 students in kindergarten through 8th grade. It is comprised of
seven classrooms, a library, staff lounge, computer lab, and extensive
playgrounds. Recent remodeling included refurbishing four bathrooms; repaving
the quad area; and adding new walkways, heating/air conditioning units, siding,
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and paint. In addition to the refurbishing and remodeling of existing facilities,
the school has added a new multipurpose room and fully functional cafeteria.
Approximately 80 percent of the student body receive free or reduced price
meals. The District is in the process of adding additional fencing to limit access
and adding cameras to improve student safety and security. The site has a
separate play area for preschool and kindergarten children. There is a new track
field and usable cross-country running area. Students are encouraged to become
involved in athletics and to keep physically fit.
The school has strong community support. There are few discipline problems
with no sign of gangs or violence. The staff has had to deal with a parental
custody dispute that required intervention by the Butte County Sheriff’s
Department, and also has experienced a tornado. These two potentially critical
occurrences have made staff desire a designated contact person from the Butte
County Sheriff’s Department. Unfortunately, no ongoing contact has been
established between the District and the Sheriff’s Department.
Golden Feather Union School District
Golden Feather Union School District facilities are generally adequate and in
good repair, although there are areas in need of modernization; other areas
would benefit from a coat of
paint. The school has a
gym/multipurpose room,
library/media center, staff
lounge, and playground. The
school currently has an
enrollment of 107 students
and has the capacity to
accommodate 194 students.
There are six teachers and
three paraprofessionals for
the six regular classrooms.
They consist of a
kindergarten and a 4th grade
class plus combination classes of 1st/2nd, 2nd/3rd, 5th/6th, and 7th/8th grades. There
are two additional paraprofessionals who each work one-on-one with a student
with special needs.
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The District owns a swimming pool facility located across the street from the
school and has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with Paradise
Recreation and Park District to operate the pool during summer.
There is little turnover among teachers and classified staff. Classified staff
members each have more than one primary duty. For example, the librarian is
also a bus driver and yard duty supervisor. Another staff member is a bus
driver/mechanic/maintenance person. Parents and community members at large
are generally supportive of the school. There is an active parents club.
Communication with parents is done electronically with most families satisfied
with this process. This includes emails or automatic telephone calls. Paper copies
of newsletters, monthly calendars, and cafeteria menus are available on request.
There are four bus runs each morning and afternoon. If bus transportation were
not available, many families would struggle to get their children to school on a
regular basis.	
  

CONCLUSION
The Grand Jury found enthusiastic, dedicated school administrators and staff
who are providing quality educational opportunities for students in the rural
school districts in Butte County. There are benefits and challenges for each of
these districts. Some of the benefits include: the children are fortunate to receive
greater individual attention as a result of the low student-to-teacher ratio, there is
a caring family atmosphere within the school community, and students are able
to remain in their local community. These districts face challenges: inadequate
funding to support a wide range of programs, fluctuating enrollment affecting
staffing and classroom configurations, and remote locations limiting access to
educational and extracurricular activities.

FINDINGS
F1

School district websites are a good source for information to the public
regarding activities, academics, and other relevant information.

F2 Potential volunteers must complete and pay for state mandated requirements
(background check, fingerprinting, TB testing) prior to working with
students.
F3 State and Federal funding for preschool programs has been limited in recent
years.
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F4 When law enforcement questions arise, staff does not have a dedicated
deputy sheriff to contact.

RECOMMENDATIONS
R1 All school districts should complete the development of their websites and
keep them current.
R2 The school districts should assist with the cost of qualifying volunteers to
work on the school campus.
R3 School districts should provide preschool programs.
R4 The Butte County Sheriff’s Department should assign a designated deputy
position to each of the small rural school districts to be of assistance in
possible emergency situations and to develop relationships with students,
staff, and parents.

RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal Code §933 and §933.05, the following responses are required:
•

•

A response to Finding F1 through F4 and Recommendation R1 through R4
from the following:
o

Butte County Office of Education Superintendent

o

Bangor Union Elementary School District

o

Feather Falls Union Elementary School District

o

Golden Feather Union School District

o

Pioneer Union Elementary School District

A response to Finding F4 and Recommendation R4 from the following
o

Butte County Sheriff’s Department

The governing bodies indicated above should be aware that the comment or
response of the governing body must be conducted subject to the notice, agenda
and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
Reports issued by the civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code §929
requires that reports of the Grand Jury do not contain the name of any person or facts leading to
	
   the identity of any person who provides information to the civil Grand Jury.
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Appendix A
BUTTE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Source: BCOE website; original map adapted by the 2013-2014 Grand Jury
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